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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
P u r p o s e 
T h e p u l p a n d p a p e r i n d u s t r y h a s e x p e r i e n c e d r a p i d g r o w t h d u r i n g 
t h e p a s t t w o d e c a d e s . P r o d u c t i o n o f p a p e r a n d p a p e r b o a r d r e a c h e d a n e w 
h i g h o f a p p r o x i m a t e l y 5 3 . 5 m i l l i o n t o n s i n 1 9 6 9 , a s i x p e r c e n t i n c r e a s e 
a b o v e 1 9 6 8 ' s p r e v i o u s h i g h ( 1 ) . P u l p w o o d c o n s u m p t i o n i s e x p e c t e d t o 
r e a c h 7 0 m i l l i o n c o r d s b y 1 9 7 5 . T h e p a p e r i n d u s t r y c u r r e n t l y r a n k s f i f t h 
i n t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s , a m o n g t h e l a r g e s t m a n u f a c t u r i n g i n d u s t r i e s , b e i n g 
e x c e e d e d o n l y b y i r o n a n d s t e e l , m a c h i n e r y , a u t o m o b i l e s , f o o d , a n d t e x ­
t i l e s . 
A c c o m p a n y i n g t h i s g r o w t h i n t h e p u l p w o o d i n d u s t r y h a v e b e e n m a n y 
c h a n g e s i n t h e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n m e t h o d s u s e d t o g e t t h e w o o d f r o m t h e 
h a r v e s t i n g a r e a t o t h e w o o d y a r d a t t h e m i l l . T h e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n s y s t e m 
h a s p r o g r e s s e d f r o m t h e u s e o f a n i m a l a n d m e c h a n i c a l p o w e r , t o t h e c u r r e n t 
s y s t e m w h i c h i s e s s e n t i a l l y c o m p l e t e l y m e c h a n i z e d . 
T h e c o s t o f p u l p w o o d t r a n s p o r t a t i o n b y t h e s e m e c h a n i z e d m e a n s 
h a s b e c o m e a m a j o r f a c t o r i n t h e t o t a l p u l p w o o d p r o d u c t i o n c o s t s . D y e r 
( 2 ) s t a t e s t h a t w o o d h a n d l i n g - f r o m t h e s t u m p t o t h e d i g e s t e r s o r g r i n d e r s -
c o m p r i s e s t h e h i g h e s t d i r e c t l a b o r c h a r g e s o f a n y s e c t o r i n t h e p a p e r 
m a k i n g p r o c e s s . I n a d d i t i o n , t h e r a p i d l y r i s i n g c o s t o f m a n u f a c t u r i n g 
p u l p w o o d h a r v e s t i n g a n d t r a n s p o r t a t i o n e q u i p m e n t h a v e r e a c h e d t h e p o i n t 
w h e r e t h e s e l e c t i o n o f t h e p r o p e r e q u i p m e n t b y t h e p u l p w o o d p r o d u c e r i s 
a n e c e s s i t y . C a r e f u l c o n s i d e r a t i o n s h o u l d b e g i v e n t o t h e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n 
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m e t h o d s e l e c t e d t o d e l i v e r w o o d f r o m t h e h a r v e s t i n g a r e a t o t h e m i l l y a r d . 
T h e t w o m a j o r m e t h o d s o f p u l p w o o d t r a n s p o r t a t i o n a r e b y t r u c k a n d 
b y r a i l r o a d . A t p r e s e n t , t r u c k s a r e u s e d u p t o a d i s t a n c e o f 35 t o 75 
m i l e s f r o m t h e m i l l . B e y o n d t h a t d i s t a n c e , r a i l c a r r i e r s a r e g e n e r a l l y 
u s e d . T h e o b j e c t i v e o f t h i s r e s e a r c h i s t o s t u d y t h e p u l p w o o d t r a n s p o r t a ­
t i o n s y s t e m a s r e l a t e d t o t r u c k a n d r a i l t r a n s p o r t a n d t o d e t e r m i n e w h a t 
p a r a m e t e r s a f f e c t t h e c o s t s o f t h e s e s y s t e m s . F r o m t h i s i n f o r m a t i o n , 
a c o m p u t e r p r o g r a m i s d e v e l o p e d w h i c h a c c e p t s d a t a c o n c e r n i n g a s p e c i f i c 
p u l p w o o d m i l l a n d d e t e r m i n e s , g i v e n s p e c i f i c o p t i o n s , t h e m o s t e c o n o m i c a l 
m e t h o d o f w o o d t r a n s p o r t a t i o n f r o m t h e h a r v e s t i n g a r e a t o t h e m i l l . 
T h e i m p o r t a n c e o f s o l v i n g s u c h a p r o b l e m l i e s i n t h e a r e a o f 
c o s t m i n i m i z a t i o n . S i n c e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n c o s t s c o m p r i s e a s i g n i f i c a n t 
p o r t i o n o f t h e c o s t o f w o o d d e l i v e r e d t o t h e m i l l , i t i s i m p o r t a n t t o 
s t u d y t h e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n s y s t e m a n d d e t e r m i n e i n w h a t a r e a s t h e s e c o s t s 
c a n b e r e d u c e d . 
B a c k g r o u n d 
H a r v e s t i n g a n d t r a n s p o r t a t i o n o f p u l p w o o d h a s f o l l o w e d t h e s a m e 
b a s i c l i n e o f e v o l u t i o n a s a g r i c u l t u r e . I n i t s e a r l y s t a g e s , m a n u a l 
l a b o r w i t h h a n d t o o l s a n d a n i m a l p o w e r p r e d o m i n a t e d . T h e s e e a r l y 
h a r v e s t i n g m e t h o d s w e r e g r a d u a l l y r e p l a c e d b y l i g h t m a c h i n e r y a n d p o w e r 
t o o l s . H e a v y e q u i p m e n t i s c u r r e n t l y r e p l a c i n g m u c h o f t h e l i g h t m a c h i n e r y 
a n d s m a l l p o w e r t o o l s (3) . S i l v e r s i d e s (4) p r e d i c t s t h a t o n e o f t h e 
e f f e c t s o f s u c h m e c h a n i z a t i o n i n t h e f o r e s t w i l l b e t h e c h a n g e f r o m 
r e l a t i v e l y f r e e m e n , w o r k i n g a s i n d e p e n d e n t p r o c e d u r e s w i t h c o m p a r a t i v e l y 
l i t t l e s u p e r v i s i o n a n d w i t h p a y i n a c c o r d a n c e w i t h t h e i r o u t p u t , t o w a g e 
e a r n e r s . F r e e m e n d o n o t n o r m a l l y h a v e t h e c a p i t a l a n d a r e n o t a b l e t o 
e a r n e n o u g h t o b e a b l e t o i n v e s t i n c o s t l y m a c h i n e r y f o r t h e m s e l v e s . O f 
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t h e w o o d c u r r e n t l y c o n s u m e d b y t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s p u l p a n d p a p e r i n d u s t r y , 
l e s s t h a n 2 5 p e r c e n t c o m e s f r o m c o m p a n y o w n e d l a n d w h i l e t h e r e m a i n d e r i s 
o b t a i n e d f r o m f a r m e r s a n d g o v e r n m e n t o w n e d l a n d . S o m e p u l p w o o d i s a l s o 
i m p o r t e d f r o m C a n a d a . T h e c u r r e n t g e n e r a l p o l i c y i s t o h o l d c o m p a n y 
o w n e d f o r e s t s i n r e s e r v e a g a i n s t f u t u r e p r i c e i n c r e a s e s ( 5 ) . 
T h e r e a r e t h r e e g e n e r a l s y s t e m s o f p u l p w o o d p r o c u r e m e n t : P a p e r 
o r p u l p c o m p a n y o p e r a t i o n s , d i r e c t p r o d u c e r o p e r a t i o n s , a n d d e a l e r 
o p e r a t i o n s . 
P a p e r o r p u l p c o m p a n y o p e r a t i o n s p r o d u c e a r e l a t i v e l y s m a l l 
f r a c t i o n o f U n i t e d S t a t e s p r o d u c t i o n a n d a r e s i g n i f i c a n t , i n t e r m s o f 
v o l u m e , o n l y i n t h e N o r t h e a s t a n d P a c i f i c N o r t h w e s t ( 6 ) . I n t h e S o u t h ­
e a s t , t h e s e c o m p a n y o p e r a t i o n s a r e m a i n t a i n e d b y m a n y c o m p a n i e s p r i m a r i l y 
f o r t r a i n i n g a n d e x p e r i m e n t a l p u r p o s e s r a t h e r t h a n f o r t h e i r a c t u a l 
p r o d u c t i o n v a l u e . T h e s e o p e r a t i o n s t r y o u t n e w h a r v e s t i n g m e t h o d s a n d 
e q u i p m e n t . 
D i r e c t p r o d u c e r o p e r a t i o n s a c c o u n t f o r 1 5 t o 2 0 p e r c e n t o f p u l p ­
w o o d p u r c h a s e s b y t h e m i l l s . I n t h i s t y p e o f o p e r a t i o n a n i n d i v i d u a l 
p r o d u c e r s e l l s h i s p u l p w o o d d i r e c t l y t o t h e m i l l t h r o u g h t h e w o o d l a n d s 
d i v i s i o n w h i c h a c t s a s t h e m i l l ' s p u r c h a s i n g a g e n t . 
I n t h e d e a l e r o p e r a t i o n , i n d i v i d u a l p u l p w o o d p r o d u c e r s s e l l t h e i r 
p u l p w o o d t o a d e a l e r w h o i s a c t i n g a s a c o l l e c t i n g a g e n t . T h e d e a l e r 
t h e n s e l l s h i s p u l p w o o d , w h i c h h a s b e e n g a t h e r e d f r o m s e v e r a l p r o d u c e r s , 
t o t h e m i l l . 
T h e S o u t h e r n p u l p w o o d p r o d u c i n g r e g i o n w h i c h e x t e n d s f r o m V i r g i n i a 
s o u t h t o F l o r i d a a n d w e s t t o T e x a s p r o d u c e s m o r e t h a n 6 0 p e r c e n t o f t h e 
U n i t e d S t a t e s ' p u l p w o o d p r o d u c t i o n ( 6 ) . A p p r o x i m a t e l y 8 0 p e r c e n t o f t h e 
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t r e e s h a r v e s t e d i n t h i s r e g i o n a r e s o u t h e r n p i n e s , t h e r e m a i n d e r b e i n g 
m a d e u p o f v a r i o u s t y p e s o f h a r d w o o d . T h e m a i n p r o c u r e m e n t m e t h o d u s e d 
b y t h e m i l l s i n t h i s r e g i o n i s t h e d e a l e r s y s t e m w i t h t h e m i l l s g e n e r a l l y 
k e e p i n g a 1 2 t o 1 8 d a y s u p p l y o f w o o d o n h a n d . T h e r e a s o n f o r t h i s l o w 
i n v e n t o r y i s t h a t s t o r e d w o o d w i l l d e t e r i o r i a t e i n t h e w a r m , h u m i d c l i m a t e 
o f t h e S o u t h , t h u s r e d u c i n g i t s p a p e r - m a k i n g q u a l i t i e s . 
A w a r m c l i m a t e a n d f a v o r a b l e g r o u n d c o n d i t i o n s a l l o w y e a r a r o u n d 
h a r v e s t i n g o p e r a t i o n s w i t h a f e w i n t e r r u p t i o n s d u e t o b a d w e a t h e r . T h e 
S o u t h e r n r e g i o n h a s a n e x c e l l e n t s y s t e m o f r o a d s a n d t h e t e r r a i n i s 
g e n e r a l l y f a v o r a b l e t o l o g g i n g o p e r a t i o n s . 
P u l p w o o d t r a n s p o r t a t i o n s y s t e m s m a y b e d i v i d e d i n t o t w o m a i n 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s : t r u c k h a u l a n d r a i l h a u l . P u l p w o o d w h i c h o r i g i n a t e s w i t h ­
i n t r u c k h a u l i n g d i s t a n c e o f t h e m i l l i s d e l i v e r e d d i r e c t l y f r o m t h e 
w o o d s b y t r u c k . I n s o m e r e g i o n s t h e m a x i m u m t r u c k h a u l i n g d i s t a n c e i s 
3 5 m i l e s . I n o t h e r a r e a s i t m a y b e m o r e e c o n o m i c a l t o u s e t r u c k s u p t o 
a d i s t a n c e o f 7 5 m i l e s . T h e d i f f e r i n g e c o n o m i c a l d i s t a n c e s f o r t r u c k 
h a u l i n g m a y b e c a u s e d b y a n y o r a l l o f t h e f o l l o w i n g f a c t o r s : d i f f e r i n g 
l a b o r r a t e s , v a r i o u s s p e e d s a t w h i c h t h e t r u c k s m a y t r a v e l , d i f f e r i n g 
t r u c k c a p a c i t i e s o r t h e a v a i l a b i l i t y o f r a i l t r a n s p o r t a t i o n . 
F o r d i s t a n c e s f a r t h e r f r o m t h e m i l l , i n t e r m e d i a t e p o i n t s k n o w n a s 
t r u c k o r r a i l w o o d y a r d s m a y b e l o c a t e d . T h e s e w o o d y a r d s a r e u s e d a s 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n p o i n t s f o r s m a l l e r s h i p m e n t s o f w o o d t o b e l o a d e d o n r a i l 
c a r s o r l a r g e r t r u c k s f o r f i n a l d e l i v e r y t o t h e m i l l . T h e s e f o r e s t t o 
m i l l s y s t e m s m a y o r m a y n o t u s e p a l l e t s . 
P u l p w o o d i s t r a n s p o r t e d e i t h e r a s s h o r t w o o d o r a s l o n g w o o d . 
F o r t h i s r e s e a r c h , s h o r t w o o d h a s b e e n d e f i n e d a s t h o s e l o g s w h i c h d o n o t 
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e x c e e d f i v e f e e t t h r e e i n c h e s i n l e n g t h , w h i c h i s t h e m a x i m u m a l l o w a b l e 
l e n g t h f o r r a i l s h i p m e n t . L o n g w o o d i s c o n s i d e r e d a n y w o o d i n e x c e s s o f 
f i v e f e e t t h r e e i n c h e s i n l e n g t h u p t o a f u l l t r e e l e n g t h . T h e d e c i s i o n 
a s t o w h e t h e r t o u s e a s h o r t w o o d s y s t e m o r a l o n g w o o d s y s t e m d e s e r v e s 
c a r e f u l s t u d y s i n c e e a c h h a s i t s p a r t i c u l a r a d v a n t a g e s . 
T h e s h o r t w o o d s y s t e m ' s g r e a t e s t a d v a n t a g e i s f l e x i b i l i t y . I t c a n 
b e u s e d i n a l m o s t a n y l o g g i n g s i t u a t i o n r e g a r d l e s s o f t e r r a i n . T h e s h o r t -
w o o d s y s t e m c a n h a r v e s t a n y s i z e t r e e ; l a r g e , s m a l l , t a l l , o r s h o r t . T h e 
s h o r t w o o d s y s t e m i s h i g h l y m o b i l e , r e q u i r i n g r e l a t i v e l y l i t t l e e f f o r t t o 
m o v e t h e o p e r a t i o n f r o m o n e l o c a t i o n t o a n o t h e r . T h i s i s o f p a r t i c u l a r 
i m p o r t a n c e t o t h e p r o d u c e r w h o i s o p e r a t i n g i n s e v e r a l s c a t t e r e d h a r v e s t i n g 
a r e a s . M i n i m u m f i n a n c i a l o u t l a y i s r e q u i r e d f o r m o s t p a r t i a l l y m e c h a n i z e d 
s h o r t w o o d h a r v e s t i n g a n d t r a n s p o r t a t i o n s y s t e m s . I t i s p o s s i b l e t o b e a n 
a c t i v e p u l p w o o d p r o d u c e r f o r t h e p r i c e o f a c h a i n s a w a n d a u s e d h a u l i n g 
t r u c k . 
T h e p r i m a r y d i s a d v a n t a g e o f s h o r t w o o d s y s t e m s i s t h e r e l i a n c e o n 
m a n u a l l a b o r f o r i t s a b i l i t y t o a d a p t t o v a r i o u s l o g g i n g s i t u a t i o n s . N o t 
o n l y i s t h e p r i c e o f m a n u a l l a b o r i n c r e a s i n g b u t t h e n u m b e r o o f p e o p l e 
w i l l i n g t o w o r k a t a n y p r i c e i n t h i s t y p e o f j o b i s d e c r e a s i n g . 
N e a r l y a l l p u l p m i l l s a r e g e a r e d t o t h e u s e o f s h o r t w o o d a t t h e 
m i l l . E x c e p t i n t h e W e s t , m o s t m i l l s n o w u s e a d r u m t y p e d e b a r k e r w h i c h 
a c c e p t s o n l y s h o r t w o o d . T o c h a n g e t h i s e q u i p m e n t a t t h e w o o d y a r d o r 
t o c o n v e r t l o n g w o o d i n t o s h o r t w o o d a t t h e m i l l w o u l d r e q u i r e a c o n s i d e r a b l e 
a m o u n t o f i n v e s t m e n t . T h i s , a l o n g w i t h r a i l r a t e a d v a n t a g e s f o r s h o r t w o o d 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n , i n d i c a t e t h a t t h e s h o r t w o o d t r a n s p o r t a t i o n s y s t e m w i l l 
c o n t i n u e t o c o m p e t e w i t h o t h e r m e t h o d s . 
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I n g e n e r a l , l o n g w o o d s y s t e m s h a v e t h e a d v a n t a g e s o f : l o w e r o v e r a l l 
m a n p o w e r r e q u i r e m e n t s , f e w e r d a y s l o s t d u e t o b a d w e a t h e r , b e t t e r u t i l i z a ­
t i o n o f a n e n t i r e t r e e , a n d a n a t t r a c t i o n o f m o r e h i g h l y s k i l l e d p e r s o n n e l . 
T h e g r e a t e s t d i s a d v a n t a g e o f t h e l o n g w o o d s y s t e m i s t h a t i t c a n n o t 
b e u s e d f o r a l l t y p e s o f s t u m p a g e . S m a l l t r e e s g e n e r a l l y d o n o t m a k e a 
p r o f i t a b l e l o n g w o o d o p e r a t i o n . T h e b i g g e r t h e a v e r a g e t r e e d i m e n s i o n s , 
t h e g r e a t e r t h e e f f i c i e n c y o f t h e l o n g w o o d s y s t e m . D u e t o t h e h i g h e q u i p ­
m e n t i n v e s t m e n t , a l o n g w o o d s y s t e m m u s t o p e r a t e a t a h i g h e f f i c i e n c y t o 
b e p r o f i t a b l e ( 6 ) . 
G e n e r a l N a t u r e o f t h e P r o b l e m 
P r i n c e (7) c o n t e n d s t h a t t h e p u l p w o o d i n d u s t r y i s i n c l i n e d t o 
r e g a r d t h e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n o f p u l p w o o d f r o m t h e f o r e s t t o t h e m i l l a s a 
s e r v i c e t o b e p u r c h a s e d f r o m a p u b l i c c a r r i e r a t p r e v a i l i n g r a t e s , a n d t o 
i g n o r e t h e m a c h i n e h o u r p r o d u c t i v i t y a n d e m p l o y m e n t o f t h e m a c h i n e s 
u t i l i z e d i n t h i s p h a s e o f t r a n s p o r t a t i o n . M u c h o f t h e e f f o r t t o r e d u c e 
f r e i g h t r a t e s h a s d e p e n d e d o n t h e e x t e n t t o w h i c h a l t e r n a t i v e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n 
s y s t e m s c a n m e e t t h e c o m p e t i t i o n o f e x i s t i n g s y s t e m s . T h e r e i s l i t t l e 
c o o p e r a t i o n b e t w e e n t h e c a r r i e r a n d t h e m i l l o f f e r i n g a n e f f i c i e n t t r a n s ­
p o r t s y s t e m w h i c h w i l l p r o v i d e g r e a t e r r e w a r d s t o t h e s h i p p e r . 
T h i s s i t u a t i o n c a n e a s i l y b e s e e n i n t h e S o u t h e r n p u l p w o o d p r o d u c i n g 
r e g i o n w h e r e s u c h a h i g h p e r c e n t a g e o f t h e w o o d i s b o u g h t b y t h e m i l l " a t 
t h e e n t r a n c e o f t h e w o o d y a r d " f r o m t h e p r o d u c e r o r d e a l e r . T h e p r i c e p a i d 
i n c l u d e s t h e p r i c e o f t r a n s p o r t a t i o n n o m a t t e r h o w e f f i c i e n t t h a t t r a n s ­
p o r t a t i o n s y s t e m m i g h t b e . L i t t l e a t t e n t i o n h a s b e e n p a i d t o t h e 
a l t e r n a t i v e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n s y s t e m s t h a t m i g h t h a v e b e e n u s e d . 
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Increased mechanization of harvesting machinery, the accompanying 
increase in the amount of capital or cash expenditures required by a 
producer, and the increase in the demand for pulpwood are all seen as 
reasons for basic changes in the method of pulpwood procurement. The 
method may change from one in which the mills buy wood from producers 
or dealers at the mill woodyard to a system by which the mill has 
substantial interest in the ownership and control of, not only the mill 
process itself, but also the harvesting and transportation systems as well 
(8) (9). Such an integrated procurement system should allow more efficient 
response to the needs of the mill management and thus create a more effi­
cient operation of the entire procedure (3). 
From the viewpoint of the mills, control over a substantial portion 
of the raw material is mandatory. By having this control, the mill would 
be better able to obtain the required volume of wood without damaging 
volume or inventory fluctuations. 
As the pulpwood procurement system tends to evolve from one which 
primarily consists of independent producers and dealers to one which is 
primarily company managed, the company management would be extending its 
scope of influence from the mill into the forest and harvesting areas 
to a greater degree than at present. Part of this expansion would require 
the mill management to consider in more detail, decisions concerning the 
method by which wood should be brought from the harvesting area to the 
mill. Such questions must be considered as: Should truck or rail 
transportation be used? What size truck is most efficient for the partic­
ular company situation? Should wood be palletized? 
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S t u d y O b j e c t i v e s 
F r o m t h e f o r e g o i n g d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e b a c k g r o u n d a n d g e n e r a l n a t u r e 
o f t h e p r o b l e m , i t c a n b e s e e n t h a t p u l p w o o d m i l l m a n a g e m e n t m a y s o o n b e 
f a c e d w i t h t h e d e s i g n a n d i m p l e m e n t a t i o n o f a t r a n s p o r t a t i o n n e t w o r k 
w h i c h c o u l d b e i n t e g r a t e d i n t o a m i l l ' s o p e r a t i o n s a t t h e l o w e s t p o s s i b l e 
c o s t . T h e o v e r a l l o b j e c t i v e o f t h i s r e s e a r c h i s t o s t u d y v a r i o u s p u l p w o o d 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n m e t h o d s a n d d e v e l o p a m e t h o d t o e v a l u a t e t h e i r u t i l i t y i n 
s p e c i f i c s i t u a t i o n s . 
T h e s p e c i f i c o b j e c t i v e s o f t h i s s t u d y i n t h e o r d e r o f t h e i r 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n a r e : 
( 1 ) D e t e r m i n e t h e v a r i o u s f e a s i b l e p u l p w o o d t r a n s p o r t a t i o n m e t h o d s 
a n d i s o l a t e t h e c o s t s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h t h e s e m e t h o d s . 
( 2 ) D e v e l o p a d i g i t a l c o m p u t e r m o d e l w h i c h w i l l a c c e p t i n p u t d a t a , 
i n c l u d i n g n o n - l i n e a r r e l a t i o n s h i p s , f r o m a s e l e c t e d m i l l , c o m p u t e t h e 
c o s t o f p u l p w o o d t r a n s p o r t a t i o n f r o m v a r i o u s l o c a t i o n s , a n d d e t e r m i n e t h e 
m i n i m u m c o s t o p t i o n s . 
( 3 ) U t i l i z e t h e c o m p u t e r m o d e l t o a n a l y z e t h e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n c o s t s 
o f a t y p i c a l p u l p w o o d m i l l , 
( 4 ) D e v e l o p a g e n e r a l i z e d m e t h o d o f u s i n g t h e c o m p u t e r m o d e l i n 
a n y m i l l s i t u a t i o n . 
S c o p e a n d L i m i t a t i o n s 
T h e c o m p u t e r m o d e l d e v e l o p e d i n t h i s s t u d y c o n s i d e r s 1 5 t r a n s p o r t a ­
t i o n a l t e r n a t i v e s f r o m a m a x i m u m o f f o u r f o r e s t a r e a s e a c h o f w h i c h c o n ­
t a i n s u p t o s i x w o r k i n g l a n d i n g s a n d t h e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n a l t e r n a t i v e s f r o m 
i n t e r m e d i a t e t r u c k a n d r a i l d e a l e r y a r d s l o c a t e d o u t s i d e t h e f o r e s t a r e a s . 
T h e m o d e l c a n b e e a s i l y e x p a n d e d t o c o n s i d e r m o r e l o c a t i o n s b y i n c r e a s i n g 
t h e a p p l i c a b l e a r r a y s i z e s . 
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The model considers only truck and rail transportation of longwood 
or shortwood. No consideration is given to barge transportation or the 
shipment of chips either by surface systems or pipe lines. 
The following assumptions were made in modeling the pulpwood 
transportation systems: 
( 1 ) Truck transportation will be either on three cord or ten cord 
capacity trucks (the model can be altered to consider other sizes) . 
(2) Rail costs are those which are charged by railroads according 
to Interstate Commerce Commission approved tariffs. 
(3) Only shortwood will be shipped by rail. 
(4) Palletized systems will only be considered when more than one 
type of vehicle is used to transport wood from the landing to the mill, 
thus necessitating a transfer operation. 
(5) Transportation is considered as that hauling accomplished from 
the forest landing to the mill woodyard whether or not via an intermediate 
truck or rail dealer. 
(6) All wood delivered to the mill woodyard will be in the form of 
shortwood. In cases where longwood is delivered by truck to the mill, it 
will be sawed into shortwood at the mill yard and this cost will be con­
sidered as part of the cost being computed. 
i 
The computer model considers the following in computing the trans­
portation cost: 
( 1 ) Bucking--the sawing of logs into a specific size, depending on 
the method of transportation used. 
(2) Loading--the placing of wood onto the vehicle used in hauling. 
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(3) Hauling--the movement of wood from one location to another. 
The rail hauling rates are from Interstate Commerce Commission tariffs, 
while trucking costs are made up of the fixed and variable costs associated 
with typical truck operation. 
(4) Transfer--the shift from one type of vehicle to another during 
shipment. 
(5) Pallets--the fixed and variable costs of pallets, if used. 






The general policy now in effect in the pulpwood industry is to 
obtain the majority of their wood from farmers and government land while 
holding their own stands in reserve as a buffer against price increases. 
Prediction on the trends in this area indicate that pulpwood companies 
will probably acquire more land for use in harvesting which should result 
in a greater percentage of wood coming from company owned land (3) (8) 
(9). As this system develops, the individual mills will probably be 
required to exercise more control over the type of transportation used 
rather than relying on firms beyond the company's control making the 
determination of the mode of transportation. 
In commenting on the results of mechanization on the pulpwood 
harvesting area, Silversides (4) states that distance is an increasingly 
important factor in harvesting. With increased performance by transporta­
tion carriers over longer distances, it has been possible to maintain, and 
in some cases reduce the costs incurred in harvesting and transporting 
wood. This has been brought about by the larger volumes and higher 
speed at which it is possible to produce and transport wood resulting in 
a lower unit cost. 
Prince (7) predicts other trends that are expected to develop in 
the use of truck and rail deliveries. When using trucks as the mode of 
transportation there is the necessity to select the proper type of equip-
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m e n t and t o c o m p u t e t h e maximum m a c h i n e h o u r p r o d u c t i v i t y . The c u r r e n t 
t r e n d i s t o w a r d l a r g e r l o a d s w h e r e t h e l o a d i s n o t l i m i t e d by h i g h w a y 
r e g u l a t i o n s . T r e n d s t o w a r d t h e u s e o f l o n g e r t r e e l e n g t h s p o s e s a 
p r o b l e m o f c o n c e n t r a t i n g m a n a g e a b l e l o a d s t o t h e c u b i c a v a i l a b l e s p a c e 
w h i c h c a n g r e a t l y v a r y t h e c o s t p e r c o r d o r t h e c o s t p e r t o n / m i l e . 
T r u c k c y c l e s c a n l e a d t o b u n c h i n g o f a r r i v a l s a t t h e m i l l w h e r e 
f u r t h e r d e l a y s i n a c c o u n t i n g and s c a l i n g t e n d s t o compound t h e p r o b l e m 
o f e f f i c i e n c y o f wood h a n d l i n g . When wood i s b o u g h t o n a d e l i v e r e d b a s i s , 
t h e r e i s a t e n d e n c y t o o v e r l o o k t h e e f f i c i e n c y o f t h e s e l l e r ' s t r a n s p o r t a ­
t i o n s y s t e m w h i c h r e s u l t s i n t h e b u y e r o f t e n p a y i n g a p r i c e f o r t h e wood 
i n e x c e s s o f w h a t t h e t r a n s p o r t a t i o n c o s t d i c t a t e s . 
I n t h e r a i l d e l i v e r y s y s t e m , w h e t h e r t r u c k c o m p e t i t i v e o r w a t e r 
c o m p e t i t i v e , t h e f i n a l opt imum r a t e d e p e n d s o n t h e u t i l i z a t i o n o f e q u i p ­
ment i n a l l . - a s p e c t s - ^ w e i g h t c a r r i e d , u s e o f c u b i c c a p a c i t y , c a r - c y c l e 
and l e n g t h o f e m p l o y m e n t . I f r a i l d e l i v e r i e s c o u l d b e p u t o n a d a i l y 
f l o w b a s i s r a t h e r t h a n a w e e k l y b a t c h m e t h o d , w h i c h r e q u i r e s a c o n c e n t r a ­
t i o n o f c a r s f o r l o n g p e r i o d s , t h e p r o p e r f l o w p a t t e r n f o r wood movement 
m i g h t b e i m p r o v e d . 
D a v i s ( 1 1 ) s t a t e s t h a t t h e a v a i l a b i l i t y o f t r a n s p o r t a t i o n 
f a c i l i t i e s e x e r t s a p o w e r f u l i n f l u e n c e o n t h e o r g a n i z a t i o n o f a f o r e s t . 
P u l p w o o d t r a n s p o r t a t i o n from s tump t o m i l l i s t h e l i m i t i n g f a c t o r i n many 
a r e a s . D e v e l o p i n g a h a r v e s t i n g a r e a w h i c h h a s a c c e s s t o good r o a d s o r 
w a t e r w a y s c a n c h a n g e t h e e n t i r e a d m i n i s t r a t i v e s i t u a t i o n o f t h e f o r e s t 
a r e a s u p p o r t i n g a p a r t i c u l a r m i l l . I n s u c h a s i t u a t i o n , f o r e s t s u b d i ­
v i s i o n i s l a r g e l y c o n t r o l l e d b y t r a n s p o r t a t i o n . A l t h o u g h t r a n s p o r t a t i o n 
m o d e s , s u c h a s r a i l , t r u c k o r b a r g e , a r e n a t u r a l l y r e l a t e d t o t o p o g r a p h y , 
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they are only partially controlled by it. 
Future Conditions 
Rogers (8) concluded that the present pulpwood procurement system 
is, in the long run, uneconomical as it depends on low rates of production 
from producers harvesting small, poorly stocked stands. Such a system is 
not responsive to fluctuating raw material demands as it possesses built 
in time lags which negate responsible management control. 
An integrated procurement system made up of company owned or 
managed harvesting areas could provide economic benefits as a result of 
efficiencies of increased scale, unit load handling and transportation, 
and improved management control. Such systems should be more responsive 
to demand fluctuations and control over the flow process would, in reality, 
become an added responsibility of corporate management. 
In addition to the individual mills owning or controlling a greater 
percentage of their individual harvesting areas, these areas should be 
consolidated1 in order to derive cost savings from minimizing transporta­
tion distances and increased efficiency in the management of the materials 
flow. The redistribution of primary land to supply the individual mill 
could come about by lease, rental, or purchase of properties joining 
together land ownership patterns. 
Previous Attempts to Compute Transportation Costs 
The current methodology employed to compute transportation costs is 
to use the average cost per mile for the type of vehicle used. For 
example, the current figure used in the pulpwood industry for the cost of 
operating a three cord truck is fifteen cents per mile. Such a method is 
used by Hamilton, et al (12) in computing hauling costs. The procedure used 
is shown in formula 1. 
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n v _ CPMxLOH+WPHxMOH/MPH 
C H ~ SAL ( 1 ) 
Where 
CH = Hauling cost per cord 
CPM = Cost per mile for truck type and road surface 
LOH = Length of haul in round trip miles 
WPH = Wage per hour cost 
MOH = Miles of haul 
MPH = Miles per hour over road surface 
SAL = Size of an average load 
While such a computation may yield a gross approximation of hauling 
costs, there are several shortcomings to this method. First, using CPM x 
LOH assumes that all costs associated with the truck operation vary with 
the distance traveled. While this may be true for such items as gas, 
tires, lubrication and possibly maintenance, it is not a valid assumption 
when considering the write-off of investment. This cost would be better 
computed on a daily basis and proportioned according to the number of 
cords carried per day by the truck. Second, this algorithm assumes a 
constant truck velocity from the stump to the mill. An improvement to the 
aformentioned model would be an expansion to take into account the different 
operating speeds encountered such as the five to ten miles per hour average 
in the woods and on unimproved back roads to the 40 to 50 miles per hour 
that can be maintained on the open road. The velocity relationship 
developed in this investigation uses a non-linear step function. 
The proceeding model is typical of the tools used in the pulpwood 
industry to compute hauling costs. While it yields an approximation of 
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the cost desired, a more accurate algorithm with more exacting calculations 
is needed if management is going to make meaningful decisions based on the 
output of such algorithms. 
One of the paper companies investigated uses a revised simplex 
linear programming algorithm as an aid in determining where to buy wood. 
This model considers the amount of wood needed, the price of wood at each 
source and the associated transportation costs. However, these transporta­
tion costs are based on a fixed cents per mile rate. 
Conclusions 
The results of the literature survey show that numerous publications 
are devoted to describing the importance of an efficient transportation 
system but little work has been done on developing a management tool 
which will enable a pulpwood mill to accurately evaluate the transporta­
tion methods that may be available. The work that has been done is 
based coo much on average costs. 
This research is expected to yield a method by which management 
can accurately analyze their transportation system without: resorting to 
the use of average costs per mile for various carrier systems. In 
addition, the method developed computes the cost of up to 15 different 




An Iterative Approach to the Problem 
To accomplish the objectives of this investigation, a specific 
pulpwood transportation system must be designed and analyzed. The 
system chosen consists of a pulpwood mill which receives wood from up 
to four separate forests, each containing up to six landings. Truck and 
rail dealer locations may be placed within or outside the forest areas. 
Figure 1 depicts a typical mill and forest area. Cost relationships 
were investigated to determine what parameters influence the cost of 
transporting pulpwood from the harvesting area to the mill yard. The 
costs investigated begin with the loading of wood at the forest landing 
and end with the delivery of the wood to the receiving area of the mill 
yard. 
With a particular system well defined, it is then possible to 
formulate a set of relationships to describe the costs involved in 
transporting wood by various alternative methods. Fifteen methods of 
transportation were isolated for study by using various combinationso 
of truck and rail transport with options included for palletizing short-
wood . 
After quantifying the problem, a computer model was constructed 
to represent the overall process. The purpose of this model is to accept 
data concerning a mill, such as number and distance of primary forest 
areas, and to compute the cost per cord of the transportation options 
Figure 1. Typical Mill and Forest Areas. 
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selected. The language chosen for the computer model was Extended ALGOL. 
This language is efficient at making repetitive mathematical calculations 
and its use of procedures enhances the ease of programming the pulpwood 
transportation problem. 
The model was first run several times to detect and eliminate 
logical and programming errors. When the model appeared to be performing 
satisfactorily, several runs were made using typical mill situations 
which varied the distance between mill, forest, and dealer locations in 
order to determine what conditions would cause the least cost option to 
shift from one transportation method to another. 
System Variables 
The system variables used in this model are hypothetical and are 
not intended to represent any particular mill system now in being. An 
attempt has been made to keep all data realistic, and the values used 
could be realized by the use of existing equipment. The use of this model 
by a particular mill would require that mill to insert its own values for 
the variables. 
The initial function to be considered is that of bucking or 
sawing. All shortwood is considered bucked in the woods by chain saw. 
Since all wood delivered to the mill is assumed to be shortwood, any 
longwood must be cut into shortwood prior to final unloading. Longwood 
which is brought to an intermediate point for rail transportation would 
be cut into shortwood by a slasher which cuts an entire load while it is 
still on the truck. Longwood delivered to the mill by truck would be 
cut into shortwood by the same slashing method. 
The initial loading function performed at the forest landing can 
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be in the form of shortwood or longwood. In the case of shortwood, the 
loading may be onto a three cord or a ten cord truck which may be palletized 
or unpalletized. Unpalletized shortwood is assumed, for the purposes of 
testing the model, to be loaded by the use of a Big Stick loader. Long-
wood and palletized shortwood are loaded by crane with a hydraulic 
grapple. Any loading technique, properly costed, could be inserted in 
placed of the selected methods in the model. 
All truck hauling is assumed to be with three cord or ten cord 
trucks at various speeds. The first speed considered is on unimproved 
roads in the forest area. These speeds range from two to ten miles per 
hour for distances of one to five miles. The second speed considered is 
an improved road within the forest area. Speeds in this area can range 
from ten to 30 miles per hour for distances of five to 25 miles depending 
on road conditions and the size of the forest. The final speed to be 
considered is that which can be maintained on the open road. These 
speeds can vary from 40 to 60 miles per hour for distances oof 20 to 
200 miles. 
Some transportation options require the transfer of wood from one 
type of vehicle to another. The following types of transfer were consider­
ed : 
(1) Shortwood, unpalletized, from three cord truck to ten cord 
truck, 
(2) Shortwood, palletized, from three cord truck to ten cord 
truck, 
(3) Shortwood, unpalletized, from three cord truck to railroad. 
(4) Shortwood, palletized, from three cord truck to railroad. 
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(5) Shortwood, unpalletized, from ten cord truck to railroad. 
(6) Shortwood, palletized, from ten cord truck to railroad. 
The unloading function is assumed to be by crane from the following 
types: 
( 1 ) Shortwood, unpalletized, from a three cord truck. 
(2) Shortwood, unpalletized, from a ten cord truck. 
(3) Shortwood, palletized, from a ten cord truck. 
(4) Shortwood, unpalletized, from a railroad car. 
Transportation Options 
The following transportation options are considered by the computer 
model as possible methods which could be used to transport wood from 
the harvesting area to the mill: 
( 1 ) Shortwood, unpalletized, from the forest landing to the 
mill by three cord (bobtail) truck. 
(2) Shortwood, unpalletized, from the forest landing to the 
mill by ten cord truck. 
(3) Shortwood, unpalletized, from the forest landing to the 
forest dealer on a three cord truck—from the forest dealer to the mill 
on a ten cord truck. 
(4) Shortwood, palletized, from the forest landing to the forest 
dealer on a three cord truck—from the forest dealer to the mill on a 
ten cord truck. 
(5) Shortwood, unpalletized, from the forest landing to the forest 
dealer on a three cord truck—from the forest dealer to the mill by rail, 
(6) Shortwood, unpalletized, from the forest landing to the forest 
dealer by ten cord truck—from the forest dealer to the mill by rail. 
(7) Shortwood, unpalletized, from forest landing to between-forest 
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truck dealer by three cord truck—from between-forest truck dealer to mill 
by ten cord truck. 
(8) Shortwood, palletized, from forest landing to between-forest 
truck dealer on three cord truck—from between-forest truck dealer to 
mill by ten cord truck. 
(9) Shortwood, unpalletized, from forest landing to between-forest 
rail dealer on three cord truck--from between-forest rail dealer to mill 
by rail. 
(10) Shortwood, unpalletized, from forest landing to between-
forest rail dealer by ten cord truck—from between-forest rail dealer to 
mill by rail. 
(11) Shortwood, unpalletized, from forest landing to forest dealer 
on three cord truck--from forest dealer to between-forest rail dealer 
by ten cord truck—from between-forest rail dealer to mill by rail. 
(12) Shortwood, palletized, from forest landing to forest dealer 
on three cord truck—from forest dealer to between-forest rail dealer by 
ten cord truck—from between-forest rail dealer to mill by rail. 
(13) Longwood, from forest landing to mill by ten cord truck, 
(14) Longwood, from forest landing to forest dealer by ten cord 
truck—from forest dealer to mill by rail. Longwood is cut into shortwood 
at the forest dealer. 
(15) Longwood, from forest landing to between-forest rail dealer 
by ten cord truck—from between-forest rail dealer to mill by rail. 
Longwood is cut into shortwood at the rail dealer. 
Options 1 through 15 are depicted in Figures 2 through 5. 
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truck palletized 
Figure 2. Transportation Options 1 through 4 
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Figure 3. Transportation Options 5 through 8 
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Option 10 
Option 11 Option 12 
Figure 4. Transportation Options 9 through 12^ 
Figure 5. Transportation Options 13 through 15 
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General Linear Programming Approach 
Another method of solving the pulpwood transportation problem would 
be through the use of linear programming. Given the harvesting areas, 
dealer locations, and mill location as shown in Figure 1, formula 2 
describes an objective function which could be used. 
MIN Z = I I I C(a ,f ) V ( a , f ) (2) , mn n k, mn n k-m n 1 1 
+ I 1 C < f n ' d l > k , V ( V V k , 
n 2 2 
+ 1 1 (f ,b ) V(f ,b ) , n n k„ n n k„ k^ n 3 3 
+ I 1 C ( V d l \ v < W k , k. n 4 4 4 
+ 1 I I C(a ,d ) V(a d ) mn 1 k c mn I k r k^ m n 5 5 
+ 1 I I C(a ,b ) V(a b ) , mn n mn n k, k, m n 6 6 o 
The six components of formula 2 represent the costs associated 
with the six transportation arcs: forest landing to forest dealer, forest 
dealer to mill, forest dealer to between-forest dealer, between-forest 
dealer to mill, forest landing to mill, and forest landing to between-
forest dealer respectively. 
Where 
A= Set of forest landings a,-, a 0 1 , a01,...a 
° 11 21 31 mn 
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m = Landing number 
n = Forest number 
B = Set of between-fore st dealers b-, b 0, b_,...,b , 
1 2 3 n 
D = Set of destinations d^. 
F= Set of forest dealers f,, f«, fOJ...f . 
1 2 3 n 
k = Set of transportation alternatives for each arc k 1 , k ^ , 
k k 3' p 
C(i,j)^ = Cost of shipping one cord of wood from location i to 
p location j by method k ^ . 
V(i,j)^ = Volume, in cords of wood shipped from location i to 
p location j by method k ^ . 
The following equations represent the constraint: equations which 
would be used. Formula 3 represents the demand constraint where W is the 
total demand for wood at the mill. 
I l l V(a f ) + I I I V(a d ) + I I I V(a b ) > W (3) , mn n k , n mn 1 K r , mn n \nr k , m n l k c m n 5 k , m n 6 1 5 6 
Formulas 4 and 5 represent inventory constraints on the between-forest 
dealers and the forest dealers. These equations insure that all wood 
moved into these dealers is also moved out and the invesntory at these 
intermediate dealers remains at zero. 
CD (B) = u) (B) (4) 
( / ( F ) = C D ' ( B ) (5) 
Formula 6 represents the volume constraint on each of the forest 
landings where S is the maximum volume of wood that can be shipped from mn 
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landing a mn 
S mn (6) 
A . c o n s t r a i n t equation may also be used to reflect limitations on the 
amount o f wood that can be shipped by any specific method. 
While the preceeding linear programming approach could be used to 
solve the pulpwood transportation problem it was rejected in favor of an 
iterative method for the following reasons: 
(1) The linear programming model assumes that the cost of trans­
portation varies as a linear function with volume. This assumption is 
not necessarily true in terms of vehicle write-off costs, consumable 
costs or labor rates. The iterative method allows the use of step 
functions and other non-linear relationships. 
(2) It is difficult to get sub-optimal results using linear 
programming techniques. Linear programming method generally only yields 
optimal results. By using an iterative technique, it is possible to 
get the cost of all methods of transportation between the given points. 
This allows for comparison of transportation methods between points while 
taking into account cost considerations that may not have been included 
in the model. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
General Description 
The computer model is presented and briefly explained in this 
chapter. It is assumed that the reader has some knowledge of Extended 
ALGOL including the use of procedures. Only the more important procedures 
will be explained in detail. A complete computer program may be found in 
Appendix B. Definitions of the identifiers used in the program may be 
found in Appendix A. 
The computer model consists of nine procedures which are used to 
print output, compute distances and compute costs, and a program section 
which is the driving force of the model. The program accepts the data in 
free field form. 
The first section of input cards contains data concerning mill 
and forest locations. The first card in this section denotes the number 
of forests to be considered (NAREA). For example, this data card could 
appear as: 4, 
The second set of cards in this section contains one card for each 
of the NAREA forests, containing the following data: 
(1) Distance to forest dealer I from the mill (FMDIST [I]). 
(2) Compass heading from the mill to forest dealer I (FMRAD [I]). 
(3) Number of landings in forest I (NLAND [I]). 
(4) Distance from forest dealer to landing IJ (DLDIST [I,J]). 
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(5) Compass heading from forest dealer to landing IJ (DLRAD [I,J]). 
The following is an example of the type of data card that could 
be used in this part of the section: 
123, 90, 3, 23, 100, 16, 175, 22, 270, 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (4) (5) (4) (5) 
The second section of cards contains the data concerning the between 
forest truck dealers. The first card in this section denotes the number 
of between-forest truck dealers to be considered (NTPUP). For example, 
this data card could appear as: 
2, 
The second set of cards in this section contains one card for each 
of the NTPUP between-forest truck dealers^ith^ the fdllowingi.iriformaticih: 
(1) Distance from the mill to truck dealer K (TMDIST [K]). 
(2) Compass heading from the mill to truck dealer K. (TMRAD [K]). 
(3) Number of forests served by truck dealer K (NFTPUP [K]). 
(4) Forests served by truck dealer K (FTPUP [K,L]). 
The following is an example of the type of data card that could be 
used in this part of the section: 
144, 120, 2, 1, 2, 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (4) 
The third section of cards contains the data concerning the between-
forest rail dealers. The first card in this section denotes the number of 
between-forest rail dealers to be considered (NRPUP). For example, this 
card could appear as: 
2, 
The second set of cards in this section contains one card for each 
of the NRPUP between-forest rail dealers with the following information: 
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(1) Distance from the mill to rail dealer M (RMDIST[M]). 
(2) Compass heading from the mill to rail dealer M (RMRAD [M]). 
(3) Number of forests served by rail dealer M (NFRPUP [M]). 
(4) Forests served by the rail dealer M (FRPUP [M,N]). 
The following is an example of the type of data card that could 
be used in this section: 
11, 33, 3, 2, 3, 4, 
(1) (2) (3)(4) (4) (4) 
Table 1 shows the current maximum number of each variable that will 
be accepted by the computer model. The maximum number for any item may 
be increased by increasing the applicable array size. 
After accepting the input data, the program iterates through each 
forest landing and computes the cost of transportation for each of the 15 
options previously listed. These computations are accomplished by the 
use of procedure calls and calculations as listed in the PROGRAM section 
of the computer program. The remainder of this chapter is concerned with 
a more detailed explanation of the procedures used. 
Specific Procedures 
Heading Procedure 
This procedure prints out the first two pages of output as shown in 
Appendix C. These are the title page and the listing of transportation 
options to be considered. 
Initialize Procedure 
The first part of this procedure establishes the cost, in cents per 
cord, for the loading, unloading, transfer and bucking operations. The 
second part of the procedure sets up a series of switches to be used in 
later procedures to determine which forests are served by the between-forest 
truck and rail dealers. 
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Table 1. Current Variable Capacity 
Item Capacity 
Number of Forests 4 
Number of Landings per Forest 6 
Number of Between-Forest Truck Dealers 4 
Number of Between-Forest Rail Dealers 4 
Number of Forests That Can be Served by any 
Between-Forest Truck Dealer 4 
Number of Forests that Can be Served by any 
Between-Forest Rail Dealer 4 
Number of Transportation Options Considered 
for Each Landing 15 
Distance Procedure^ 
The Distance procedure is used to compute the distance between two 
points in the area under consideration, neither of which is a forest 
landing. The distance is computed by using elementary trigonometric 
operations. 
Gdistance Procedure 
The Gdistance procedure is used to compute the distance between two 
points in the area under consideration, one of which is a forest landing. 
As with the Distance procedure, the Gdistance is computed using elementary 
trigonometric operations. 
Truckrate Procedure 
This procedure is used to compute the hauling cost per cord for 
transporting wood by a specific truck size over a given distance. The 
formal parameter of this procedure, named Trucktype, determines which type 
of truck is to be considered. The type of truck used in the procedure 
depends on truck capacity, whether or not pallets are used, and the veloci­
ties that the truck will be traveling. The following types of trucks are 
considered: 
(1) Three cord unpalletized truck carrying shortwood, which starts 
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at the forest landing and goes through all three speeds: VI, V2, and V3. 
(2) Ten cord unpalletized truck carrying shortwood, which starts 
at the forest landing and goes through all three speeds: VI, V2, and V3. 
(3) Three cord unpalletized truck carrying shortwood, which starts 
at the forest landing and goes to the forest dealer. This truck uses two 
speeds: VI and V2. 
(4) Ten cord unpalletized truck carrying shortwood, which starts 
at the forest dealer and goes through speeds V2 and V3. This type of 
truck may deliver wood to the mill or a between-forest rail dealer. 
(5) Three cord palletized truck carrying shortwood,, which 
starts at the forest landing and goes to the forest dealer. This 
truck uses two speeds: VI and V2. 
(6) Ten cord palletized truck carrying shortwood, which starts at 
the forest dealer and goes through speeds V2 and V3. This type of 
truck may deliver wood to the mill or a between-forest rail dealer. 
(7) Ten cord unpalletized truck carrying shortwood, which starts 
at the forest landing and goes to -the forest dealer. This type of truck 
uses two speeds: VI and V2. 
(8) Ten cord unpalletized truck carrying shortwood, which starts 
at the between-forest truck dealer and goes to the mill. This truck only 
uses speed V3. 
(9) Three cord palletized truck carrying shortwood, which starts 
at the forest landing and goes through all three speeds, VI, V2, and V3. 
This type of truck may deliver wood to the mill or a between-forest truck 
dealer. 
(10) Ten cord palletized truck carrying shortwood, which starts at 
a between-forest truck dealer and goes to the mill. This truck only uses 
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speed V3. 
(11) Ten cord unpalletized truck carrying longwood, which starts 
at the forest landing and goes through all three speeds: VI, V2, and V3. 
(12) Ten cord unpalletized truck carrying longwood., which starts 
at the forest landing and goes to the forest dealer. This truck uses 
speeds VI and V2. 
The designation of a specific type of truck on a given pass through 
the Truckrate procedure determines the following variables about the truck: 
CAP--The truck capacity in cords. 
TUL--The time to load and unload the truck, in hours, 
WROFF--The write-off cost per day on the truck, in cents. 
MAINT--The maintenance cost per day on the truck, in cents. 
CONS--The cost of consumables such as gasoline and oil per 
hour, in cents. The cost of consumables is taken to vary with time and 
not by the various speeds used by the trucks. At lower speeds on unimproved 
roads, the trucks would be using lower gears th an on the open roads. This 
will result in approximately the same amount of gasbline and oil consumption 
per hour, regardless of the speed used, 
PALL--The cost per trip of pallets (if used), in cents. 
Rl--The round trip distance traveled at speed VI. 
R2--The round trip distance traveled at speed V2, 
R3--The round trip distance traveled at speed V3. 
If the one way distance traveled is less than 20 miles the volume 
carried by the truck is multiplied by 1.2. This gives an overload factor 
of 20 percent for short hauling distances. 
The Truckrate procedure then uses formula 7 to compute the basic 
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number of round trips per day the truck can make over the given distance, 
R T = izm m 
TUL+R1/V1+R2/V2+R3/V3 K ' 
Where 
RT = The number of round trips per day. 
T = Total time available per day in hours. 
TN = Time for non-work per day for the truck in hours (idle time). 
TUL = Time to load and unload the truck. 
Rl = Round trip distance at speed VI. 
VI = Speed of the truck on unimproved forest roads. 
R2 = Round trip distance at speed V2. 
V2 = Speed of the truck on improved forest roads. 
R3 = Round trip distance at speed V3. 
V3|= Speed of the truck on the open road. 
The number of round trips per day is then converted to the nearest 
integer or integer + 0.5 by use of the ENTIER function. This is done to 
reflect the fact that the truck should end the day either at the mill or 
at the forest landing. If the truck ends the day at any location between 
the forest landing and the mill the remainder of the half round trip 
transportation costs are assumed to be an employee .transportation benefit. 
The total operating time per round trip haul (OT) is then calculated 
by the use of formula 8. 
OT = R1/V1+R2/V2+R3/V3 (8) 
From the preceeding calculations, the total cost per truck for 
hauling one load of wood is computed using formula 9. 
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CPT = Cost for transporting one truckload of wood, in cents. 
LPH = Labor cost per hour, in cents. 
OT = Truck operating time, round trip, for one load of wood, in 
hours. 
TUL = Time to load and unload the truck, in hours. 
TN = Time for non-work per day, in hours 
RT = Adjusted number of round trips per day for one truck. 
WROFF = The write-off cost per day on the truck, in cents. 
MAINT = The maintenance cost per day on thel:truck, in cents. 
PALL = The cost per trip of pallets (if used), in cents. 
CONS = The cost of consumables such as gasoline and oil per hour, 
in cents. 
The final calculation of this procedure converts the cost per truck 
to a cost per cord (TCOST) for the haul by formula 10, 
TCOST = CTP/VOL (10) 
Where 
VOL = Volume of wood carried by the truck, in cords, adjusted for 
an overload factor, if applicable. 
Railrate Procedure 
This procedure determines the cost per cord of hauling shortwood by 
rail. It is a table look-up procedure that compares an input distance 
value with values listed in the table. When a table value is found which 
is equal to or greater than the input distance value, the corresponding 
cost is the output. Standard railroad transportation costs are used, based 
Where 
CPT = LPHx(OT+TUL+TN/RT)+WROFF+MAINT+PALL 
RT+CONSxOT 
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on Interstate Commerce Commission tariffs. 
Optimize Procedure 
The Optimize procedure is used to determine the minimum cost option 
of each landing studied for shipping wood from that landing. The procedure 
first sets MINCOST [I,J] to an arbitrarily large number. The procedure 
then iterates through the 15 computed costs and, each time a cost is 
found which is less than MINCOST [I,J], that cost replaces MINCOST [I,J]. 
The resulting output is the minimum cost and its associated option. 
Optimizes Procedure 
This procedure operates the same as the Optimize procedure except 
that only the first 12 options are considered. The resulting output is 
the minimum cost shortwood option and its associated option number. 
Output Procedure 
This procedure generates the program output as shown in Appendix 
C with the exception of the first two pages which were generated by the 
Heading procedure. 
The first section of output printed by this procedure gives the 
general information concerning the mill, forest landing, and between-
forest dealers. This general information includes the number of forests 
and landings to be considered, the number of between-forest dealers, and 
data on distance and location of these facilities from the mill. 
The second section of output deals with cost options for the various 
forest landings. Each forest landing is listed along with the cost of 
shipping wood from that landing to the mill by each of the 15 options 
previously described. 
The third and fourth sections of output each present the least cost 
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options from each landing, 
presented while the fourth 
The third section considers all of the options 
section only considers shortwood options. 
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CHAPTER V 
DESIGN AND RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 
Introduction 
To satisfy the objectives of this investigation, four experiments 
were performed using the computer model. The purpose of these experiments 
was to determine how the least cost options would change when the distances 
between various locations were varied. The distance parameters which were 
varied are: 
(1) Distance from the forest landing to the forest dealer. 
(2) Distance from the forest dealer to the between-forest rail 
and truck dealers. 
(3) Distance from the between-forest rail and truck dealers to 
the mill. 
The cost data used in these experiments are hypothetical and not 
intended to represent any particular pulpwood mill situation. An attempt 
has been made to keep all data realistic, and the values used could be 
realized by the use of existing equipment. The use of this model by a 
particular organization would require that organization to insert its own 
cost data. 
Derivation of Data 
Truck Hauling Costs 
The write-off costs for the trucks were calculated using formula 
11 (13). Maintenance costs for the three cord truck was assumed to be 
100 percent of the write-off cost while maintenance costs for the ten cord 
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truck was assumed to be 50 percent of the write-off cost. 
WROFF = (C-L) (CRF)+LxP ( n ) 
Where 
WROFF = Write-off cost per day 
C = Initial value of the equipment 
L = Salvage value of the equipment 
CRF = Capital recovery factor for the specified write-off period 
P = Percentage used in the Capital Recovery Factor. 
D = Number of days equipment is available per year. 
250 working days per year 
-5 percent for maintenance 
-5 percent for bad weather 
D = 225 available days per year 
Three Cord Truck 
Initial Value = $4,000 
Salvage Value = $1,000 
Write-off Period = 4 years 
WROFF = (C-L)(CRF;(? 7%, 4 yrs.)+LxP 
(4000-1000) (.295)+(1000) ( .07) 
225 
$4.25/day 
Maintenance cost = 100 percent of write-off cost 
= $4.25/day 
Ten Cord Truck 
Initial Value = $15,000 
Salvage Value = $ 3,000 
Write-off Period = 4 years 
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WROFF = 





Maintenance Cost = 50 percent of write-off cost 
= $8 .38 /day 
A one shift operation of the transportation system was assumed for 
these experiments which yielded T equal to eight hours. The truck idle 
time for refueling, servicing, lunch and coffee breaks, (TN) was assumed 
to be one hour per day. A labor cost of $2.00 per hour was used in the 
calculations (LPH = 200 cents per hour). 
Table 2 shows the times, in hours, that were used as load-unload 
times for the various sizes and configurations of vehicles. The times 
shown represent the total time spent by a vehicle in the loading and 
unloading function. Table 3 shows the truck capacities. Pallets are 
assumed to reduce truck capacity by one fourth of a cord for every three 
cords in the original truck capacity. 
Cost of using Pallets 
Using the same formula as was used to determine the vehicle write­
off cost and multiplying by a factor of 1.5 to account for maintenance 
costs : 
I n i t i a l Value $250 
Salvage Value $ 25 




Table 2. Vehicle Load-Unload Times (Hours) 
Type of Vehicle Unpalletized Palletized 
Three Cord Truck (Shortwood) 
Ten Cord Truck (Shortwood) 







Table 3. Truck Capacities 






















Each three cord truck will require three pallets in the system to 
account for those on the truck, those in maintenance, and those off the 
trucks either in forest being loaded or at a dealer being unloaded. 
The ten cord truck will require eight pallets in the system. 




Cost of Consumables. The following table shows the miles per 
gallon and the cost of fuel per gallon for the three cord and the ten cord 
trucks. The three cord truck is assumed to be powered by gasoline and 
the ten cord truck by diesel fuel. 
Table 4. Fuel Data 
Three Cord Ten Cord 
Truck Truck 
Miles per gallon 7 10 
Cents per gallon 24 16 
The following calculations compute the cost per hour, including an 
additional eight percent for lubrication, at a speed of 45 miles per hour. 
It is assumed that the same cost per hour will be valid at lower speeds 
in the forest area since the truck will be on unimproved roads and using 
lower gears. 
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Three Cord Truck Ten Cord Truck 
= 3.42 cents/mile \n = ^'^ c e n t s / m i l e 
xl.08 xl.08 
3.7 cents/mile 1.73 cents/mile 
x 45 mph x 45 mph 
166.5 cents/hour 77 cents/hour 
Constants and Experimental Variables 
Table 5 shows the value of the remaining constants used. For the 
computations of Rl, R2 and R3 in Table 5, the distance from the forest 
landing to the forest road is taken to be two miles thus Rl, being the 
round trip distance, equals four miles. The distance traveled on improved 
roads within the forest is a maximum of 40 miles for the round trip. 
Each of the four experiments performed contained four forest areas, 
two between-forest rail dealers and two between-forest truck dealers. The 
following distances were varied by the amounts indicated: 
(1) The distance from the forest landing to the forest dealer, 
five to 20 miles, varied in five mile increments. 
(2) The distance from the forest dealer to the between-forest 
rail and truck dealers, 20 to 50 miles, varied in ten mile increments. 
(3) The distance from the between-forest rail and truck dealers, 
50 to 200 miles, varied in 50 mile increments. The data for the four 
experiments are shown in Tables 6 through 13. 
Results of Experiments 
The results discussed in this section are valied only for the 
hypothetical situations described and not for any specific mill, since the 
cost data used is representative of typical systems, but not particular 
to any one mill. Tables 14 through 17 summarize the findings of the 
four experiments, showing the least cost option when all transportation 
options are considered and the least cost option when only shortwood 
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Table 5. Constants Used in Experiments 
Constant Cost Distance Speed in 
' -.. -': : ': in Cents . in Miles Miles Per Hour 



























Table 6. Forest Data for Experiment One 
Compass Distance Compass 
Distance Heading from Forest Heading from 
Forest from Mill from Mill Landing Dealer in Forest Dealer 
Number in Miles in Degrees Number Miles in Degrees 
1 91.00 27.00 1 20.00 0.00 
2 15.00 45.00 
3 5.00 270.00 
4 10.00 315.00 
CM 75.00 163.00 1 5.00 90.00 
2 10.00 135.00 
3 15.00 154.00 
4 20.00 196.00 
3 65.00 192.00 1 5.00 135.00 
2 20.00 180.00 
3 15.00 225.00 
4 10.00 270.00 
4 84.00 318.00 1 15.00 0.00 
2 20.00 47.00 
3 5.00 270.00 
4 10.00 315.00 
Table 7. Between-Forest Dealer Data for Experiment One 
Compass 
Truck Rail Distance Heading 
Dealer Dealer from Mill from Mill Forests 
Number Number in Miles in Degree s Served 
1 50.00 0.00 1,4 
2 50.00 180.00 2,3 
1 50.00 0.00 1,4 
2 50.00 180.00 2,3 
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Table 8. Forest Data for Experiment Two 
Compass Distance Compass 
Distance Heading from Forest Heading from 
Forest from Mill from Mill Landing Dealer in Forest Dealer 
Number in Miles in Degrees Number Miles in Degrees 
1 136.00 17.00 1 20.00 0.00 
2 15.00 45.00 
3 5.00 270.00 
4 10.00 315.00 
2 124.00 170.00 1 5.00 90.00 
2 10.00 135.00 
3 15.00 154.00 
4 20.00 196.00 
3 115.00 187.00 1 5.00 135.00 
2 20.00 180.00 
3 15.00 225.00 
4 10.00 270.00 
4 133.00 348.00 1 15.00 0.00 
2 20.00 47.00 
3 5.00 270.00 
4 10.00 315.00 
Table 9. Between-Forest Dealer Data for Experiment Two 
Compass 
Truck Rail Distance Heading 
Dealer Dealer from Mill from Mill Forests 
Number Number in Miles in Degrees Served 
1 100.00 0.00 1,4 
2 100.00 180.00 2,3 
1 100.00 0.00 1,4 
2 100.00 180.00 2,3 
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Table 10. Forest Data for Experiment Three 
Compass Distance Compass 
Distance Heading from Forest Heading from 
Forest from Mill from Mill Landing Dealer Forest Dealer 
Number in Miles in Degrees Number in Miles in Degrees 
1 190.00 13.00 1 20.00 0.00 
2 15.00 45.00 
3 5.00 270.00 
4 10.00 315.00 
2 170.00 173.50 1 5,00 90.00 
2 10.00 135.00 
3 15.00 154.00 
4 20.00 196.00 
3 166.00 185.50 1 5.00 135.00 
2 20.00 180.00 
3 15.00 225.00 
4 10.00 270.00 
4 180.00 351.00 1 15.00 0.00 
2 20.00 47.00 
3 5.00 270.00 
4 10.00 315.00 
Table 11. Between-Forest Dealer Data for 
Experiment Three 
Compass '•>, * • 
Truck Rail Distance Heading 
Dealer Dealer from Mill from Mill Forests 
Number Number in Miles in Miles Served 
1 150.00 0.00 1,4 
2 150.00 180.00 2,3 
1 150.00 0.00 1,4 
2 150.00 180.00 2,3 
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Table 14. Results of Experiment One 
Least Cost of Least Cost Cost of 
Forest Land ing Cost Option in Shortwood Option in 
Number Number :Cents/Cord Option Cents/Cord 
1 1 13 1309.16 6 1510.41 
2 14 1299.30 6 1494.70 
3 14 1191.00 5 1441.53 
4 14 1206.70 6 1479.00 
2 1 13 991.39 5 1411.25 
2 14 1176.42 6 1448.72 
3 14 1269.02 6 1464.42 
4 14 1284.72 •$ 1480.13 
3 1 13 980.38 5 1380.97 
2 14 1254.44 6 1449.85 
3 13 993.14 6 1434.14 
4 13 980.30 6 1418.44 
4 1 14 1269.02 6 1464.42 
2 13 1280.88 6 1480.13 
3 14 1160.72 5 1411.25 
4 14 1176.42 6 1448.72 
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Table 15. Results of Experiment Two 
Least Cost of Least Cost Cost of 
Forest Landing Cost Option in Shortwood Option in 
Number Number Option Cents/Cord Option Cents/Cord 
1 1 13 1367.00 6 1568.81 
2 14 1357.70 6 1553.10 
3 14 1249.40 5 1499.93 
4 14 1265.10 6 1537.40 
2 1 14 1221.28 5 1471.81 
2 14 1236.98 6 1509.28 
3 14 1329.58 6 1524.98 
4 14 1345.28 6 1540.69 
3 1 14 1221.28 5 1471.81 
2 13 1341.41 6 1540.69 
3 14 1329.58 6 1524.98 
4 14 1236.98 4 1509.28 
4 1 13 1357.53 6 1553.10 
2 13 1353.29 6 1568.81 
3 14 1249.40 5 1499.93 
4 14 1265.10 6 1537.40 
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Table 16. Results of Experiment Three 
Least Cost of Least Cost Cost of 
Forest Landing Cost Option in Shortwood Option in 
Number Number Option Cents/Cord Option Cents/Cord 
1 1 13 1435.21 6 1631.54 
2 14 1420.43 6 1615.83 
3 14 1312.13 5 1562.66 
4 14 1327.83 6 1600.13 
2 1 14 1279.69 5 1530.22 
2 14 1295.39 6 1567.69 
3 14 1387.99 6 1583.39 
4 14 1403.69 6 1599.10 
3 1 14 1279.69 5 1530.22 
2 14 1403.69 6 1599.10 
3 14 1387.99 6 1583.39 
4 14 1295.39 6 1567.69 
4 1 13 1416.73 6 1615.83 
2 13 1413.06 6 1631.54 
3 14: 1312.13 5 1562.66 
4 14 1327.83 6 1600.13 
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Table 17. Results of Experiment Four 
Least Cost of Least Cost Cost of 
Forest Landing Cost Option in Shortwood Option in 
Number Number Option Cents/Cord Option Cents/Cord 
1 1 13 1491.97 6 1722.39 
2 13 1482.82 6 1706.68 
3 14 1402.98 5 1653.51 
4 14 1418.68 6 1690.98 
2 1 14 1371.61 5 1622.14 
2 14 1387.31 6 1659.61 
3 13 1472.36 6 1675.31 
4 13 1478.15 6 1691.02 
3 1 14 1371.61 5 1622.14 
2 13 1468.40 6 1691.02 
3 13 1457.82 6 1675.31 
4 14 1387.31 6 1659.61 
4 1 13 1480.92 6 1706.68 
2 13 1477.95 2 1719.03 
3 14 1402.98 5 1653.51 
4 14 1418.68 6 1690.98 
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transportation options are considered. 
Minimum Option 
When all transportation methods are considered in the four experi­
ments, option 13 or 14 is chosen as the minimum cost in every case. Option 
13 is shipment of longwood directly from the forest landing to the mill by 
ten cord truck. Option 14 is shipment of longwood from the forest landing 
to the forest dealer by ten cord truck and from the forest dealer to the 
mill by rail. Option 14 is chosen over option 13 unless the distances 
and angle formed by the forest landing to forest dealer to mill route 
combine in such a way as to make option 13 more economical. In general, 
the following situations will cause the minimum option to change from 14 
to 13: 
(1) Increasing the angle formed by the forest landing to forest 
dealer to mill route. 
(2) Increasing the distance between the forest dealer and the 
mill. 
(3) Increasing the distance from the forest landing to the forest 
dealer. 
Minimum Shortwood Option 
When only shortwood transportation methods are considered in the 
four experiments, options 2, 5 and 6 are chosen as the minimum costs. 
Option 2 is shipment of unpalletized shortwood from the forest landing to 
the mill by ten cord truck. Option 5 is shipment of unpalletized short-
wood from the forest landing to the forest dealer by three cord truck 
and from the forest dealer to the mill by rail. Option 6 is shipment 
of unpalletized shortwood from the forest landing to the forest dealer 
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by ten cord truck and from the forest dealer to the mill by rail. 
Option 2 appears as the minimum cost option only once in the four 
experiments. This case appears in experiment four where the distance and 
angle formed by the forest landing to forest dealer to mill route combine 
to make direct shipment to the mill by truck more economical. 
Other than the case mentioned above, option 6 is shown to be more 
economical than option 5 except in those cases where the distance from 
the forest landing to the forest dealer is five miles. Shortwood options 
seem to be less effected by the distance from the forest dealer to the 
mill and the angle formed by the forest landing to forest dealer to mill 
route than when all the options were considered. 
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CHAPTER VI 
USE OF THE MODEL 
General Comments 
The model derived in this investigation is designed for use in 
the pulpwood industry as an aid in determining the most economical method 
of transporting wood from the forest landing to the mill. Any organiza­
tion using the model must supply cost data particular to that individual 
mill in order that they may study their specific situation and not an 
average system as was done in this investigation. Additional options may 
be added by expanding the PROGRAM section and the procedures. 
Impact of the Current Situation 
The model computes the most economical transportation costs without 
regard to the current transportation system being employed and the invest­
ment in current equipment. An organization using the model must take 
these factors into account when making the decision as to whether or not 
to change their transportation system based on the model output. It 
may be that the cost of converting to a new transportation system would 
be more than the savings realized by the conversion. 
Changes in the System Over Time 
No transportation system is static. That is, the variables input 
to the model will change over time. Distances from point to point will 
change as forest areas are expanded or increased in number., cost factors 
will change, and new transportation equipment and methods will be developed. 
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This means that the model cannot be run once and the answer derived 
expected to be valid over a long period of time. A mill using this model 
may either run the model again as the situation changes or attempt to 
predict what changes will take place and run the model in an attempt to 
optimize future situations. When considering future changes, the model 
would become a simulation tool which could be used to determine the 
sensitivity of the transportation costs to certain parameters such as the 
distance between various points within the system. 
Volume Considerations 
The volume of wood being shipped was not considered in this model. 
The model assumes only that there is a sufficient volume of wood at any 
point to warrant shipment by any of the options listed and that there are 
enough vehicles of the types used to transport any amount of wood generated. 
These assumptions may not be valid for every situation. Terrain conditions 
may be such that ten cord trucks cannot reach certain landings. Rail 
dealers may have a certain volume beyond which they cannot handle due to 
car limitation. The model user must be aware of conditions such as these 
that may exist in a particular situation and take them into account when 
interpreting the model results. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
General 
The nature of the results derived from the experiments indicated 
that the computer model performed as expected and provided data in a 
useable form. The results obtained from these experiments are valid only 
for the general situation described. Use of this model by a mill requires 
that the mill supply its own cost data. 
The model presented does not take into account forms of pulpwood 
transportation such as a barge or pipeline. Also, only two sizes of trucks 
were studied. The conclusions should be read in the light of these 
factors. 
Conclusions 
( 1 ) The model developed in this investigation appears to be a 
realistic model for studying pulpwood transportation systems of a mill. 
The model is flexible and can be easily adaptable to additional transporta­
tion options. 
( 2 ) Extended ALGOL is an appropriate language for modeling this 
type of system. The ease of programming, the speed of computation, and 
the use of procedures are some of the language's assets. 
( 3 ) An examination of the applicable literature indicates that 
little attention has been paid to optimizing transportation costs by 
the mills. Since the majority of the mill's wood is bought: from independent 
producers or dealers, they tend to regard the transportation system only 
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as a service to be purchased. Trends indicate that, in the future, mills 
may own or lease more land from which to harvest wood rather than buying 
wood from producers or dealers. As this trend develops, mills should 
become more concerned with finding the least cost transportation system. 
(4) There is no general solution to the problem of which type of 
pulpwood transportation is most economical. Each situation must be 
studied independently, using costs particular to that situation, to find 
the most economical transportation alternatives. 
(5) Previous attempts to analyze pulpwood transportation systems 
relied on average costs per mile, disregarding the fact that there are 
fixed and variable costs that do not vary linearly with distance. 
(6) In the system studied, longwood transportation systems were 
shown to be the most economical, either directly to the mill by truck 
or via a rail dealer on a ten cord truck, then to the mill by rail in 
shortwood form. Of the shortwood systems studied, the rail options 
were generally the most economical. 
Recommendations 
( 1 ) The study should be expanded to include other transportation 
modes such as barge, pipeline or additional truck sizes. More realistic 
results could be obtained with additional options considered. 
(2) The transportation system should be expanded to include wood 
movement from the stump to the landing. This would involve a sub-model 
which optimizes the delivery system between the stump and the landing or 
by-passes the landing and delivers wood from the stump to another point 
within the system. 
(3) The model should be extended to take into consideration volume 
as a variable such as: 
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(a) Mill capacity 
(b) Forest capacity 
(c) Rail and truck dealer capacity 
(4) Further study is recommended into the area of changing from 
one transportation system to another. The model could be expanded to 
accept as input the current transportation system being used, and produce 




Formal parameter of the GDISTANCE procedure denoting 
the compass heading from the mill to the point under 
consideration which is not the landing. 
Formal parameter of the GDISTANCE procedure denoting 
the distance from the mill to the point under con­
sideration which is not the landing. 
Computed cost from between area dealer to mill. 
Cost of loading one cord of shortwood on three 
cord truck. 
Cost of transferring one cord of shortwood from 
three cord truck to rail car. 
Cost of transferring one cord of shortwood from 
bobtail truck to ten cord truck. 
Cost of unloading one cord of shortwood from three 
cord truck, 
Capacity of truck in cords in TRUCKRATE procedure. 
Cost of truck consumables per hour including gas, 
oil, and lubrication in TRUCKRATE procedure. 
Cost per truck of transporting one load of wood 
in TRUCKRATE procedure. 
Formal parameter of the DISTANCE procedure de­
noting the compass heading from the mill to 
point 1. 
Formal parameter of the DISTANCE procedure der> 
noting the compass heading from the mill to 
point 2. 
Formal parameter of the DISTANCE procedure de­
noting the distance between points 1 and 2. 
Procedure to compute the distance between 
any two points in the area under consideration, 
neither of which is a landing. 
Formal parameter of the DISTANCE procedure de­
noting the distance from point 1 to the mill. 
Formal parameter of the DISTANCE procedure de­
noting the distance from point 2 to the mill. 
X component of TDIST. 
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Y component of TDIST. 
Computed distance from landing to between-
forest dealer. 
Distance from dealer location to landing 
J in forest I. 
Computed distance from landing to mill. 
Compass heading from dealer location to landing 
J in forest I. 
Computed hauling cost from dealer to mill. 
Cost of bucking one cord of wood at the rail 
dealer. 
Computed distance from forest dealer to between-
forest dealer. 
Computed cost from forest dealer to between-
forest dealer. 
Distance from mill to dealer location within 
forest I. 
Compass heading (in degrees) from mill to 
dealer location within forest I. 
Forests served by between-forest rail dealer M. 
Forests served by between-forest truck 
dealer K. 
Formal parameter of the GDISTANCE procedure de­
noting the compass heading from the dealer 
location to the landing under consideration. 
Formal parameter of the GDISTANCE procedure de­
noting the distance from the landing to the 
dealer location within the forest. 
Procedure to compute the distance between two 
points in the area under consideration, one of 
which is a landing. 
Formal parameter of the TRUCKRATE procedure de­
noting the distance wood is moved by a particular 
truck. 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS (continued) 
Formal parameter of the GDISTANCE procedure de­
noting the compass heading from the mill to the 
dealer location within the forest containing the 
landing under consideration. 
Formal parameter of the GDISTANCE procedure de­
noting the distance from the mill to the dealer 
location within the forest containing the landing 
under consideration. 
Computed cost from landing to between-forest 
dealer. 
Computed hauling cost from landing to dealer. 
Cost of loading one cord of longwood on ten cord 
truck. 
Computed hauling cost from landing to mill, 
Labor rate per hour in TRUCKRATE procedure. 
Cost of unloading one cord of longwood from ten 
cord truck. 
Truck maintenance cost per day in TRUCKRATE 
procedure. 
Cost of minimum cost option from landing I,J. 
Cost of minimum shortwood option from landing 
I,J. 
Number of minimum cost option from landing I,J. 
Number of minimum shortwood option from landing 
I,J. 
Cost of bucking one cord of wood at the mill. 
Number of forests which input wood to the mill 
under consideration. 
Number of forests served by between-forest rail 
dealer M. 
Number of forests served by between-forest truck 
dealer K. 
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GLOSSARY OF ITEMS (continued) 
Number of landings within forest I. 
Number of between-forest rail dealer points. 
Number of between-forest truck dealer points. 
Factor for adjusting truck capacity for overload 
in TRUCKRATE procedure. 
Cost of shipping one cord of wood from landing 
J in forest I by option D. 
Procedure for determining the least cost option 
for transporting wood from landing I, J, to the mill. 
Procedure for determining the least cost short-
wood option for transporting wood from landing 
I, J to the mill. 
Operating time of truck per round trip haul. 
Cost per day of using pallets on the truck in 
TRUCKRATE procedure. 
Cost of loading one cord of palletized short-
wood on a three cord truck. 
Cost of transferring one cord of palletized short-
wood from three cord truck to rail car. 
Cost of transferring one cord of palletized 
shortwood from three cord truck to ten cord 
truck. 
Cost of unloading one cord of palletized short-
wood from three cord truck. 
Cost of loading one cord of palletized short-
wood on ten cord truck. 
Cost of transferring one cord of palletized 
shortwood from ten cord to rail car. 
Cost of unloading one cord of palletized 
shortwood from a ten cord truck. 
Roundtrip distance traveled off the forest road 
in TRUCKRATE procedure. 
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Roundtrip distance traveled on the forest road 
in TRUCKRATE procedure 
Roundtrip distance traveled out of the forest 
in TRUCKRATE procedure. 
DEG1 converted to radians. 
DEG2 converted to radians 
BDEG converted to radians 
GDEG converted to radians 
IDEG converted to radians 
Procedure used to compute rail cost: of trans­
porting wood. 
Array of applicable costs in RAILRATE procedure. 
Array of applicable distances in RAILRATE procedure 
Distance from mill to between-forest rail dealer M. 
Compass heading from, mill to between-forest rail 
dealer M. 
Array of numbers denoting the between-forest rail 
pickup point serving forest I. If equal to zero, 
no between-forest point serves the forest. 
Formal parameter of RAILRATE procedure denoting 
the cost to ship one cord of wood a distance of 
RRDIST. 
Formal parameter of RAILRATE procedure denoting 
the distance from the rail dealer to the mill. 
Cost of unloading one cord of shortwood at the 
mill from rail car. 
The number of roundtrips made by each truck per 
day in TRUCKRATE procedure. 
Total time available per day (working hours) in 
TRUCKRATE procedure. 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS (continued) 
Cost of loading one cord of shortwood on ten 
cord truck. 
Formal parameter of the TRUCKRATE procedure 
denoting the cost of transporting one cord 
of wood, by truck, a distance of HDIST. 
Cost of transferring one cord of shortwood from 
ten cord truck to rail car. 
Cost of unloading one cord of shortwood from 
ten cord truck. 
Formal parameter of the GDISTANCE procedure, 
denoting the distance between the two points 
under consideration. 
Distance from mill to between-forest truck 
dealer K. 
Compass heading from mill to between-forest 
truck dealer K. 
Time of non-work per day for the truck in TRUCK-
RATE procedure. 
Array of numbers denoting the between-forest 
truck pickup point serving forest I . If equal 
to zero, no between-forest point serves the 
forest. 
Variable denoting the type of truck transportation 
used. 
Procedure used to compute the cost of transporting 
wood by truck. 
Formal parameter of TRUCKRATE procedure denoting 
the type of truck transportation used. 
Time to load and unload a truck in TRUCKRATE 
procedure. 
Speed of a truck off ;the forest roads in TRUCK-
RATE procedure. 
Speed of a truck on the forest roads in TRUCK-
RATE procedure. 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS (continued) 
X component of DIST. 
X component of BDIST. 
X component of DIST1. 
X component of DIST2. 
X component of GDIST. 
X component of IDIST. 
Y component of DIST 
Y component of BDIST 
Y component of DIST1 
Y component of DIST2 
Y component of GDIST 
Y component of IDIST 
Speed of a truck out of the forest in TRUCKRATE 
procedure. 
Volume of wood, in cords, carried by truck in 
TRUCKRATE procedure. 
Truck write-off cost per day in TRUCKRATE 
procedure. 
Cost of bucking one cord of wood at the mill. 
APPENDIX B 
THE PROGRAM 
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"UN HJBTAIL TRUCK."//X10»"OPT 1 ON 2 - SHORTHOOD IMI PPtD " 
"FROM LANDTNr, TJ M I LL ON 10 CURU I RUC K . " / / X 1 U> "UK I I UN 3 " 
" - SHURIWUIU SHIPPED FROM LANDING TU FOREST utALtK UN " 
"BOBTAIL IrtUCK. FRUM FOREST UtALER 10"/X?2*"MILL UN 10 " 
"CilRU TRUCK."//X10»"UPTI0N « - SHURTX0U3 SH1PPLU FRUM " 
"LANDING TO FOREST UE A LE R ON tiUUT AIL TRUCK, f RUM FUREST " 
"DE ALLH T0"/X?2«,,MTLL ON 10 CURU TRUCK(PALLET1ZtUJ."//Xl0> 
"UPTIUN b - SHORTWUUD SHIPPEU FRUM LANDING lU F UKtST " 
"UtALtH UN HQHT A T L TRUCK* FRUM FOREST DEALER T0"/A22> 
"MILL HY RAIL."//X10*"QPTIUN 6 - SH0KTW30U SHIPPED FROM " 
"LANDING 10 FDREST DEALER ON 10 CURU TRUCK* FROM F UREST " 
"ULALLR TU"/X?2»"MILL BY RA 1 L."//X10>"OPTI UN 7 - " 
"SHOHTwUOU SHIPPED FKOM LANDING TU HET*EEN-FORES I DEALER " 
"MN HUB T A IL TRUCK* FROM DEALER \ 0"/X22,"«ILL bY 10 CORD " 
"IRUCK."//X10*"0PT1UN « - SHURlWUIJU SHI°PED FROM LANOING" 
" Tf) dt I HEEN-F rjRFsT JFAI.ER ON BUB I A1L TRJCK* FROM DEALER " 
" I iJ" / x2a » "M I LL BY 10 CORD TRUCK I PALLE T I ZED ) • "//X 1 0* 
"UPTIUN S» - SH'WrtUUn SHIPPED FRUM LANDING TU bElwttN-" 
"MIRESI RAIL DEALER UN BOB TAIL IRUClw FROM HAlL"/*22, 
"DFALtR TU MILL B Y RA IL , "//X1U*"OP IiON 13 - SHORlwUUU " 
"SHIPPED MUIM LANDING TO BE 1 UttN-F UREST "AIL UEALER UN " 
"10 CORU TRUCK* FRUM RAIL"/x2^*"DEALER TI MILL dY RAIL."// 
XI0,"UPTI UN 11 - SHORTWOOD SHiPPEu FROM LANDING TU FUREST" 
" DFALF.R bY BOBTAIL TRUCK* F RUM FOREST DEALER TU"/X<!2> 
"HFTHttN-ARtA RATL UtALER BY 10 CURU TRUCK* FROM KAIL " 
"Uf.ALtR 10 MILL BY RAIL," / /X10»"0PI ION 1? - SriORl"UUU " 
"SHIPPED FRUM LANOING TO FORES) DEALER BY BUb IA J L TRUCK* " 
"FROM FURtSl UEALER I 0"/X22»"btIWttN-ARE& RAIL UtALtH BY " 
"10 CURU TRUCK, FROM RAIL DEALER IU MlLL BY RAIL" 
"IPAtLtl IZED)."//XlO*"0PTI0N 13 - LUNGKOOD SHlPpEU FRUM " 
"LANDING TO MILL BY 10 CORD TRUCK."//X10»"UPTI0N 14 - " 
"LGNUwUUD SHIPPED FRUM LANDING 10 FUREST DEALER bt 10 " 
"CORD IRUCK' F RO M FUREST DEALtR Tu"/X22»"HILL BY RAIL. " 
"LUNGXU11D IS CUT INlU SHORTwOUU Al RAIL IE A LE H , "//X1 0 » 
"UPTIUN lb - LONGwOUU SHIPPED F*UM LANOING TU BtTwEtN-" 
"ARE A RAIL DEALER 1Y 10 CORU TRUCK* FROM RAlL"/X2ii* 
"MLALLH TU MILL BY RAIL. LONGnUUO IS C U T INTU SHURTKUUU " 
"AT WAIL DEALER.") » 
J LB 
START UF 
M.ni18(x«'5»"FURtST, LANDING AND OtALtH UAIA") » 
H T 0 9 ( x ^ i i l ( " * " ) / / ) » 
F IT UH X'ib* "DUMBER OF FORESTS = ">I2) » 
r- ..| T 1 1 ( XICI»"MUM«FK OF 8 F. I W t E N - F 0 R E S 1 IRUCK DEALERS =
 n'l*> » 
Ml'2(x'<'j»"NUMHER OF BETHEEN-FORESI KAIL DEALERS = "W2//J . 
M l I3(x l0 ,»f URLSl AMD LANUlNc, L DC A I I UN S" / ) , 
MT 1 *»( X«L » "COMPASS" ) » 
i-lTlS(>?*»"DlSTANCF>,x5»,'HEADlNG"»A20,«uiSTANrE FRUM"»A5» 
"LFLMHA^ HEADING") » 
MTl6(Xl6»"FURLSI *"»X4»"FR0H Mil L"*Xt*"F RUM "1LL"*X/* 
"LAMMING *"*X3»"FOREST UFALER"»X '̂"FRUM FORtSl OtALtR") 
MlTl7(x?q,"(MiLFS)",XS,"<UEGREES)"»X«:i,"lMlLE^)"*X12* 
"lUFGREI. S)") » 
M.lT1fl(XLN#l2»XV.F6.?#X7»F<«.?) » 
MT1<?(x l>y>I2'Xn>F ,i.2»Xl<»»F6.2) * 
FMT 0̂(XlO»»HLTWEEN-F0REST TRUCK DEALtR LOCATIONS") , 
(Xl<S»"TRilCK"»X6'"DlSTANCE"'X6*"MEAUING"»*6'"FURtSIS") * 
FMT??(X16."UtALFR 1 FRilM MILL '•RUM M1 LL X<»# "St R VE U" ) i 
F -M/M X21> "i M ILFS)", X6» "C DEGREES )"/ ) # 
FMT?4(xia»i2»><fl»f6.2'X7»F6.2»X«'I2#I2»i2»Ii!) » 
MiT?'5(XLO.»HtTwEtN-F')RESt RAIL DtALTH LUCATIU^S"/) # 
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t 1 \ST ( X <S, "C JS I LLF N^TLIJNJ FOR E A C H L A N D I N G ( T T N L B PL R C U R D ) " 
) • 
F MT ?«( X 3^'4V(. "*•')//) » 
»• > U 2 9 ( XLO> " F O R E S T L * N D 1 N B " , X 4 5 » " U P I 1 O N " / ) , 
i MiO( X 1 ?» IX» X 6 . 1 2 . XFL» "1 = " , F A . 2 » X 6 » " 2 = " » F 8 . 2 # X 6 » " 3 = "» 
FB.2>A<S»"4 = " » F 8 . 2 » X H » " 5 = " » F 0 . 2 / X 3 0 » " 0 = " » m.2#X6» 
"/ = "> F 8. 2> X 6 ' " « = F 8 . 2 » X 6 » " V = " > F 8 . 2 » X B » " 1 0 = "» 
F 1 . ? / X 2 ^ > " 1 1 = " , F B . ? » X R > » " 1 2 = " » F B . 2 > * B » " L J = " » F 8 . 2 » 
X B . " M = " » M , 2 # X 5 » " L T ) = " » F 8 . ? J » 
M H I T » . L I ' " L . T A S T C O S T Q P L L U N F O R E A C H L A N D 1 NG ( C E N T S P T R " 
" C O R D ) " ) . 
F • 1 T 3 2 ( X 3 B ' B H " * " ) / / ) » 
M T . L H * J T ' " H ] I ( T S I L A N D I N G L E A S T U)BL U P T I ^ N " 
" C O S T OF U P I I O N " / ) » 
M T 34( X IZ» X« . 1?»X V3» I 2.» X 1 3 » F B « 2 / ) » 
M T 3 S ( X 3 0 , " L E A S T C O S T S H U R T W U O D UP 1 I UN F U R E A ? H L A N D I N G " 
" ( C E N T S P ER C O R D ) " ) # 
H 1 T 3 F T ( X J 0 » 6 U " * " ) / / ) > 
ft******************************* 
J * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
P R U C E O U K T H T A U I N G J • 
B E G I N 
I N T E G E R I ' 
*RI T E ( L £ U U U U P A G E ] ) ; 
WRI R F D E U U U R I B ] ) ; 
"RL T E C L T D H U T , F M T O L ) » 
* R I T F ( L . E U U U T » F M T 0 2 ) 5 
* R I T E ( L L D U U R » F M T 0 3 ) ; 
H R I T E C L T D H U L » F M T 0 2 ) ; 
W R I T E ( L F D U U T ' F M T 0 4 ) I 
WRI TF(LED'1UT,F M T O ? ) ,* 
W R I T E ( L E D O U T # F M T O B ) f 
«'U T E C L E U N U T ' K L T O ? ) ' 
W R I T F C L E D O U T » F M T O L ) ; 
W R I T E ( L L D " U R I P A T E ] J ; 
F OR I 1 S TF P 1 UNT IL 4 DO 
W R I T F C L E O O U I ) ' 
"RI T E ( L T O H U T » F M T U H ) >" 
•'RL TFCLH'MLUL » F M T U 7 ) i 
E N D OF H E A D I N G ; 
A LB 
A K T UF 
2 6 I L O N G * 
S E G M E N T * 
3 LB \2f L U N G * 
S I A K T UF S E G M E N T 
t> LB B 6 L O N G » 
P R O C E D U R E 
B E G I N 
L A B E L I M J 
I N I T I A L I S E ' 
1N^ 
B T L O A D >= 4 3 / i 
P J I L (1AI) 1= 4 B 0 ; 
I CL'IAD := mf i 
P T C L O A U := IT>0 ; 
BTUNI.OAC := /U } 
PRIT U N L O A D «= fO i 
ICUNI.OAD := 10 } 
PTC U N L O A D := /O J 
O T T C T R A N S := fO i 
P U T T C T H A N S := / 0 J 
DTRWTRAF^S := /O i 
BT AK I UF S E G M E N T 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
NEXL ST G 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 0 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 0 
NEXI STL, 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 4 
0 0 0 8 
0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 4 
O O W 
0 0 2 0 
0 0 2 3 
0 0 2F> 
0 0 2 V 
0 0 32 
0 0 JB 
0 0 3 V 
0 0 4 1 
0 0 4 / 
0 0 5 0 
O O B J 
N E X T S T G 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 2 D 
0 0 2 8 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 3 
0 0 0 3 
0 0 0 4 
0 0 0 B 
OOUFC 
0 0 0 6 
0 0 0 / 
KRLTRHFHANN := fO ', 
I C W T R A N1 S ' = T<J i 
RRTHANS 1 - 70 ) 
*SA* I- 1 H 0 » 
DS».< 1= V 0 J 
KHINI (IAD ! = fi) J 
L L (IA I) »= 3T>0 ; 
LIJNLMAIJ != fO t 
M1H I «= 1 SIEP 1 UNTIL NAHEA 110 
HF MN 
TPUPL1J l- 0 > 
PPUPT 1 1 := 0 J 
F MI > 
IF MPUP LML 0 THEN R,P 10 INI J 
MLH C «S 1 SUP 1 UNTTL NIHUP 00 
KLH I «* 1 SUP 1 UNTIL NFTPBPLK) UU 
HF R.IN 
\ t= ̂  TPUPLK>L1 I 
TPUPC1J 1= K t 
FNO i 
IF NRPUP KTLL 0 THEN GH IU IN? > 
KIR M «= 1 SUP 1 UNTIL NRPUP DO 
yOR N »= 1 SUP 1 UNTTL NFRPLLPTMJ UU 
HEGIN 
I «= FRPUPLM»N) « 
PPUP[1] S= M J 
FT NO i 
MIR I IS 1 SUP 1 UNLLL NAREA 00 
\ OR J »= 1 SU-P 1 UNTIL ML AND C I J HO 
MJR 0 «= 1 STEP 1 UN ML LB DO 
UPTCI»J»0] := YGY99.YO S 
END OF INITIALIZE ) 
PROCEDURE UISTANCECDIST1 »JEG1 >DIST2»UEU2#DIST5 i 
HF.AL UJS1 1 »UEG1 »0IST?»L)TII2#0IST » 
RIEGIN 
REAL «AL)L ,RAU2, XDI S M , <01ST2 > YD1SI 1 » YU1ST2, X11M » YOLI I J 
KADI »= 0.01 MB329XNEGL » 
HA02 1= 0. 01/"4B )29XOEG2 ; 
XDIST1 »= OLITLXSINCRAHL) i 
YDISTL «= DLSTLKCOSC RAD1 ) ) 
XUIST2 «= UISR2XSIN(RAI)2) J 
Y L) I S T 2 »= UIST2XC0S(IM02 ) i 
XOIST «= AUSLXULSTL-X'>LSTI) ) 
T!)IST 1= ABSCY0IST1-YOIST2) J 
UIST «= SJRT(XPTST*?+YI)IST.2) J 
EN4D OF DISTANCE i 
PROCEDURE GUI ST ANCT ( .-IDIS T» HJI G # I L> I S I » I LIT G# GO I S I »GUEG» FULS I J 




























































SIAKT UF SEGMENT 
RA»TI,RAL>I,RADG,OLSTX.DISTY 
LABEL GL1.GL2 : 





r,i 1 x 
» 11 i r n : - M ' oooi 
i ) i s t h : = •) ; 000*; g i to dL? ; ooo*; HADB J= 0,ulMb323*R!>EG > 000 J XJISTB 1= BDISTxSTN(RADB) » 000 !> TOISTB «= BUI STxC)S(HAD'J) » 000/ KADI »«= 0.1M532>J><Il>EG J ooua R AD'« 1= 0. 01/4;j }29xGl)EG f ooio XOISTI » = IUIST*SIN(RA1)I ) i 0011 YJISTI « = 1DI SI xCOS( RAD I ) » 001 J XOISTG '= GDlSTySlN(RAt).; » 001b Y i) I STG 1* GUlSTxCn.S(RADG) » 0016 uisrx i= AascxuisTi+xnisr̂ -xnisTH) i ooio OISTY 1= AiSlYDISTl+ŶISTG-YUISTb) i 0020 IDI5T := SWRICUTSTX.2+D1STY*?) 1 0022 t MD DF GDISTANCE i 002b 31 LONG* 
* * * * PROCEDURE TROCKRATE(TRUCkTYPL,HDISI#ICuSI) I 1 MTEGEH TRUCKT YPt I REAL HDIST,COST i BEGIN INTEGER Vl,V2,V3 ) 
REAL C AP# 1 # T >M» L PH# TUL#HROT F#MAINT»CONS»PALL# R1,R2#K3#UL»VPL» 
R I »R I E»KI 1»HT?#RT3»0T,CPT ) 
vi :» b ; V? is 15 I V3 I= 4b i i »= n j I v\ t» 1 i L PH l» 20') J IF TRUCK TYPE E UL 1 THEN HEGIN CAP 1= 3 » TUL 1= 1.5 ; HRUFf »3 425 * MA 1 NT := 425 i CONS «= 166./" ) PALL 1= 0 f Rl t= 4 i R2 «» 40 t R3 1= 2xHDIST-04 i END tLSE IF TRUtK T Y PL E Ul 2 THEN REGIN CAP «* <*.H I TUL la b.O I WRUF  1= 167b ; MA I NT la «3B J CONS ••= tT I PALL x= 0 I Rl «= 4 > B2 1= 40 J R3 is 2XH01SI-44 J END ILSE IF TRUCKTYPE EUL 3 THEN BEGIN CAP «= 3 ; 
SIAKT UF SEoMENT 
NEXI SLU 002« 002B 0020 02M 0020 002B 02M 
********* oooo oooo oooo oooo oooo oooo 0001 0002 0003 0003 0004 000b 000b 0006 000/ OOUB OOUt) ooov ooio 001 1 0011 0013 0013 0010 001/ 
ooio 0010 001* 0020 0021 0021 0022 0023 002b 002b 002V 003.J 
75 
TUL »» 1,S I 0031 
WRUFF I* 425 i 0031 
MAIM 1= 425 J 0032 
CONS »» 1 6 6 , / J 0033 
PAUL » = 0 > 0034 
Rl t= 4 j 0034 
P2 ts 2*HI)IST-/j J 003b 
R3 «* 0 J 0 0 3 / 
tND tLSF 003d 
IF THUCKTYPF. EUL 4 THEN 003H 
R F GIN 0041 
CAP »= 9.H J 0042 
TUL 1= 1 . 6 / J 00*3 
VHUFF J= 167b I 0043 
MAIM » = «38 J 00*4 
CONS »= / / ) 0045 
PALL »= 0 ; 0046 
RI »« o ; 0046 
R2 »* 40 J 004/ 
R3 J= 2xHDIST-a0 > 004d 
F m LLSF. OObU 
IF" TRUCKTTPt. L«L 5 THEN 00*50 
HF."C, IN 00b4 
C AH 1= 2 , /b I OObb 
TUL J= O.b ; 00b6 
WRUFF J= <i?5 ) OObO 
MAiMT 1= «25 » 00*5/ 
CONS »= 1 6 6 . / J OQbti 
PALI s= 134.b I OObV 
Rl 1= 4 ; OObV 
R2 »= 2xnUIST-fl ; 00*0 
93 « = 0 / 0062 
LN() ELSE 0063 
IF TPUCKTtpF EUL 6 THEN 0063 
HF fi I N 006« 
C A P j = 9 . u b ; 006y 
TUL 1= 1 . 6 / ; oo/u 
wRUFT := 167b > OO/U 
MA1HT 1= «38 I 00 /1 
CONS ts (f } 0 0 / 2 
PALL >= 3bb ; 0 0 / 3 
Rl tr 0 J 0 0 / 3 
P2 »= 40 i 0 0 / 4 
P3 l= 2*HI>IST-/iO ; 00/b 
E'10 ELSE 0 0 / / 
IF TRUCKTVPF EOL 7 THEN 00// 
p f f> I n ooai 
CAP := 9.M ; 0002 
TUL := b.O I 00«3 
WRUFF := ln7b ) 00B3 
MAIM l- *3rt J 00B4 
cons » = / / ? oo«b 
PALL S s >> ; 00«6 
r i s= 14 ; 00«6 
P«? S= 2*n,)[ST-4 > 00»< 
r3 : = •> ; OObv 
EN^ LLSF 00V0 
IF TRUHlYpF \:*\_ a THEN 00VU 
HEGIN 00V4 
CAP « = 9.fl I OOVb 
TUL » = 1 .6/ J OOVe 
WRUFF 1= 167b ) OOVft 
76 
MA1NT l« H3ft J oov/ CONS 1= tf t 0™ PAt.L ts 0 > ov* ri i* o ; 0*9 R2 Is o » 010  r3 l= 2XHDIST J 01U1 END ELSE 0102 IF TRUCKTYPE EUL 9 THEN 01U2 BEGIN 0106 CAP t" 2.7b ; 010/ TUL i" 0.5 1 01U« WRUF t> 425 J oioa MA1NT »= 425 J oiv COS Is 1*6.7 1 010 PAL «» 1 14.b ; Oil 1 Rl Is 4 > 011 R2 is 40 J 012 R3 I* 2*H!)[Sr-44 J 013 END ELSE 01b 1F TRIJCKTPt E«L 10 THEN 01b BEGIN 012U cap is 9.U5 ; 0121 TUL 1= 1.67 ; 012  WRUF H 167b / 012  MA1NT 1= H38 1 0123 COS 1* // J 0124 PAL Is 358 ) 012b Rl is 0 I 012b R2 I* 0 * 0126 R3 I* 2XHDIST ; 0127 ENn LLSF. 0120 IF TRUCKTYPE EUL 1  I HE N 0120 BEGIN 0132 CAP is 9.8 t 013  TUL l= 3.3 3 f 01 34 WRUF is 167b t 0134 MA I NT 1- 38 1 01 3b CONS Is 7/ f 0136 PAL Is 0 i 0137 Rl is 4 ; 0137 P2 I3 4 0 J 0130 R3 Is 2*HUIST-4  J 0139 ENO tl ..SK 0141 IF TRUETYPE EUL. 12 THEN 0141 BEGIN 014b CAP is 9.rt ; 0146 TUL 1= 3.3 3 t 0147 WHUF »= 167b > 0147 MA1NT is H3« ) 0140 cnNS is tt ) 0149 PAL 1= o ; OlbO Rl l=4> lb  R? Is 2*H0IST-4 
» 
Olbl R3 is 0 f 01b J ENn ; Qlb4 IF HHTSl LU ?0 THEN 01b4 UL »s 1.2 ELSE OL Is 1,0 i 01b4 VOL is CAPXIJL J 0161 HT Is CT-lN)/CTUL+R1/V1+R2/V2+R3/V3) I 0163 If RT LEO O.b THEN RT 1» 0,5 ELSE 0167 BEGIN 016V RTt l» KNTIER(T) t 0173 
3 r i '-- >< 11 + o. 2t« ; 
P T « = HI F. • 0 . 5 0 i 
RTJ « = ><Tt + 0. 75 i 
TF Wit LtJ R T LS-S RM THEN Rl 1= Rlt I 
TF RT1 Lt« RT LSS WTJ T HF N Rl «= RI2 > 
IF R T 3 Ltw RT THtM Rl := RTE + 1 J 
rNn i 
ur i= (R1/V1+H2/V2+BJ/VJ) ; 
CT := LPHK(U1+TUL+TN/RT)+(WROFF+MAlNT+HALL)/»T+tONS«UI J 
I COST 1= CPT/VUL » 
tND TF THUCvKATF ; 
O f t 
01 lb 









209 LONli* NEXI Stli 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 0020 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 0028 
PROCEDURE RAlLRAIE(RRniST»RRC,OST] 0020 
HEAL RHDIST»rtHCOST J 0020 
BEGIN 0020 
INTEGER 11 ; 
SIAKT UF 
0028 
LABEL HL1 ; " OOOO 
HEAL AHRAY K0ISTl0«3bl,KCUST[0 :600j > oooo 
ROlSTll) « » 10 > RCOSTC10] I s Wo.4b ; 0003 HIISTCV] : 
= lb i RC0ST115] I = 196.83 i 000b HUISTCJ] : s JO ; RC0SU30] I = 209.81 ; oooo K0ISTC4] « = «o ; RC0SH40] I s 240.09 i 0011 RDISTCb] : = bO t RC0ST150] 1 = 2f0.30 ; 0013 K0ISTC6] : - /O » HC0ST170) 
I 3 301.74 J 001b KDISTCM « = 90 ; RC0ST190] 
t 3 332.02 i 0010 HDISTCB] « s n o ; RC0SH1101 t X 362,30 ) 0021 RDISTC9] «s 130 i RCOSTl1301 t S 392.bO i 0023 KDISTI10] 
«= 150 i RCOSTC150] 
t 3 42U./0 J 0026 KOI STt 11 1 «= l/o ; RCOSTl1701 |I 450.99 J 0020 HOIST! 12] I= 190 > RCOSTl190) 1 = 403.43 ; 0031 KOISTC 13] i= ?lo ; RC0STC?10) 1 3 bl2.63 ) 0033 K0ISTC14J 1= 230 ; RC0ST12301 
I 3 54*.91 I 0036 KOISTC lb] »= 2bo ; RCOSTC 250) 1 c 
574,28 i 
003d 
KJIST[16 1 := 2/0 ; RCOST1270) ! 3 00b, 04 J 0041 K0ISTC17J t = 290 ) RC0ST1290) | C 630.09 > 0043 R0ISTH8] «= 310 > RC0STL3101 I 3 tbO.i' ) 0046 KJISTI19] 
» = 330 I RCOSTl330) 
t 3 090.6b i 004d R0TSTC201 
«» 3bO I RCOSTC350] | 3 /32.18 ; OObl K0ISTC21] i= 3/o ; RCOST1370] I -Z62.46 ; 00b3 K0ISTC22] i = j9o ; RCOSTl390) I 3 /93.02 ) 0056 KOISTC23] 1 = 400 i RCOST1400) IS 024.10 ) 0050 HO I ST[21J i = «io ; RC0ST1410] I 3 024.10 ; 0061 K0IST[2b] i= 430 ; RCOST1430] 
t 3 056.5b ; 0063 RUISTC26] 
|x 450 t RC0ST14501 
1 3 00/.91 I 0066 Hi) I ST C 27 ] ;= «/o ; HC0ST1470) I 3 910.19 ) 0060 H0ISTC2H) Ii 490 J RC0STC490] t = 940,4B > OOC 1 
K0ISTC29] 
«= bio i RC0ST1510] ; b 98*!.00 i 00'3 KI)I STC 30] ;= b j 0 ; RC0STL530) ! B 1012.28 ) 00/6 KOISTCJl] 1= bbo t RC0ST1550) 
1 3 10«3.65 ; 00'« ROI ST[32] 1= 570 ; RC0ST1570] : s 
10/3.93 I 
0081 
K0ISTC33] • = b9r> ; RC0ST1590) 1 -
1106.M l 
0 08 3 
HOISTCJl] := 600 > RC0ST1600] 
1 3 11J/. /4 ; 0086 HIP II 1= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 35 DO 0080 
IF RI1IS1CH] > RRDIST THEN GO TO HL1 ) 0123 
KRCOST l= HCUST[KDISTrmj > 0126 
tNO OF RAILRATE I 
0128 
11 IS 133 LONli* NtX I 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 0028 
002H 
78 
PRUCFDURF UP I I Ml SE > 0020 
begin 0 0 2 a 
MIN n P T LI.J] »= 0 J 0 0 2 0 
M l N C n S U l ' J l «» 9 9 9 9 9 . 9 9 J 0032 h ] R n i : 1 SIF.P I UNNL l i DO 0 0 i < 4 
IF (1PTI I > j , i ) J LSS M I N C n S U I * J ] THtN 0 0 3 6 
HF/.IN 003V 
M l N C U s r L W J l ! • I J P T [ ] > J > D ] J oo«o 
MINO.PT [ I»J] la D > 0 0 4 3 END i 00«b 
tNO nv optimize > oo4« 
£ . * * * * * • . * * * * * , « * * . . * * # # * # « * * * # * * * * * 0 0 4 0 
v . . « . * . * * * » * * * * . * * . * * # # # * « * * * * # * « * * * 0 0 4 0 
PROCEDURE U P T I M U E S ; 0 0 4 0 
ME(,1N 0 0 « 0 
"WNOPTSL I »JJ '•* 0 J 0 0 4 0 
• M N C O S I S U . J J I* 99999,9V ; 00U1 
K.IK F != 1 SffcP 1 UNTIL 12 DO OObJ IF 0PTIT»J»EJ LSS MINCOSTSII ,JJ THLN OOb  
r E r, i n o o s o 
MINFOSTSl I,JJ 1= OPT ( I * j* F J ' OObV MlMIHIbh'Jl I* F I 00<>2 
KND t 0 0 6 4 
L j; - O F nP 1 i 'U /E'S J 0 0 6 / 
» . * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 0 0 6/ 
? * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 0 0 6 / 
EMUCF/DUKE OUTPUT I 0 0 6 / 
HEGIN 0 0 6 / wiUTFO tntlUUPAGt ]> » 0 0 6 / 
WRITF(LE|)OuT,EMTOfl) t 0 0 / 2 
HR I TF (I EDOU I > FMT09 ) ) 0 0 / i > 
WRITECLF l)HUT,FMT10>NAPEA) J 0 0 / 0 WRI TF(LLOnul'EMT11 »NFPl)P) I 0 0 0 5 
•Ml TF (I Ll)>)UT .FMT12.NKPIIP) I OOVJ w •? I TF (LF U'.Hil , F MT1 3 J ' 0 1 0 1 
WRITF(LEI)0UT>FMT14) * 01U4 
wRITE(LEUnuT»FMT15) * 010/ 
WRITE(LEDHUT>FMT16) J 0 1 1 0 WRT TF(LF flOUT »FMT1 / ) i 0 1 1 3 
MIR I »= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NAREA DO 0 1 1 6 
ri E IN 0 1 1 / WRITE 1.LtUOUT ) > 0 1 1 / WR 1 TE C LLDUUT » FMT 1 «» I ' F M D I S T H J'FMRAUI I J ) I 0121 FDR J is t STEP 1 UNI1L N L A N U U J lib 0 1 3 3 
WRITECLEmiUT'FMTl9,j.ULDISTt I»JJ'DLNAO[ I»J] ) i 0 1 3 / EMH I 0 1 S 2 
*RITF(lFDUUT) i 0 1 5 5 
wRlTE(LFonur) i Olbv 
WRITEClE0UUT»EMT20) » 0 1 6 3 
WRl TF(LIOHUT » FMT 1 4 ) J 016o 
WRITFCl F. D'luT> FMT2 1 ) J 0 1 6 V 
WRITE(LEUHUT*FMT22) ' 0 1 / 2 
WRT TFCLF OUUT.FMT23) ; Ol/'J 
FOR k »= \ STEP 1 UNTTL NI PUP 00 0 1 / 0 
wri TE( LEoiluT »F MT24# K» TMOISTI KT» TMRAUl K J# FOK L l« 1 SILf 1 O l / V 
UNTIL NF TPlJP [ K ] DO F 1 PUP C K » I- J J f 0 1 « 0 
*RITECLF. U l l u N J 0 2 0 0 
WRITF (LFI ) l luT) ; 0 2 U 4 
WRITE(LEDHUT»FMT25) f 02U0 
W-?ITFCLEU'IU1 »F MT14) t 0 2 1 1 
w-ilTFCI Ft)'l'jT>FMT26) J 0 2 1 4 
WRI TF(LE0flUT,FMT22) i 021/ 
79 
wri rr (LFnuur.FMTZ'n '> 0220 rOH M is 1 SILP 1 UNTIL N*PUP DO 0223 WRI TF(Lt'.0HUT.FMT2«.M»»Ml)I!»TtM].KM«A0lMJ* FUR M !• 1 SltP 1 0225 UNTIL NFRPUPCM] ri() FKPUPCM'NJ) J 0234 WR I TF( Lt OIUT I PAr.L ] ) t 0240 *RlTF(LtlMlul>F'MT27) > 0250 "Rl TF(LLU')ul >F MT2rt1 ! 025.1 WRI TF(LEI)UUT»F MT29 ) > 0256 F OR I t* 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NAREA 00 0259 r.JR J U 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NL AND [ I I UU 0261 REG IN 0265 WR I TF C LLUlJUT ) J 0265 WRi TF (LLU()UT»FMT30» l»J» FOR D is 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 15 DU 0?6V upm»J»[)1) I 02f» FND ; 02«h WRI TF (LtmiulU'AGt ) ) 5 02*9 *HITF(I EU0Ul»FMT31 ) ' 0 ? V J "HI rFd.F.l'HJ! »F"MT32) ' 0 ? V o AR I T F ( L F. ii ' J I » MT 33 > J 0299 KIR I := 1 SIEP 1 UNTIL NAREA OH 0302 M)3 J «= 1 SIEP 1 UNTTL NLANDCl DU 03U3 WRI TE( LEDIUT* FMT34, I » J, MINflPT [ I , J J* MiN(,UST[ I* I] ) J 030/ WRT rF.(LLD"UTlPAGLl) > 0325 "Rl TF(LEI)HUr.FMT35) » 0329 «R I TFCLF DIliJT .F MT3(S1 i 03J2 WRI TECI EOnuT»FMT33) » 0335 FilP T := 1 STFP 1 UNTIL NARKA DU 0330 FOP J := 1 SIEP I l IN 1 IL NLANUtl) UU 0339 WRI TF (i F DijT • FMT34, I • J.MINOPTSI 1 * JJ »MINCOSTSt I • JJ ) t 0343 F.NO OF OUlpUl J 0361 f*********************************** 0360 ************************************ 0 361 ****** PROGRAM ***** 0360 X*********************************** 0360 ************************************ 03̂« W-?T TFCLtUUUl t NU1 ) I 0360 KF: Alic LF-D I N, / » NARt A ) I 0372 FOR I 1= 1 SIEP 1 UNTIL NAREA DO 0379 HEAiKLF 1)1 N,/.F'MOI STT Il.F MNAOl I J •NLANUT 1 JfFUR J U 1 STtP 1 03rtl UNIlL NLANDtl] 00 TULUI ST[I>JJ*DLPAU[I *J ] 1 ) f 0390 REAIULt DIN»/.NTPUP) > 0406 IF NTPUP EuL 0 JHEN GO I 1  R1 J 041 J FOR K 1 STFP 1 UNTIL NlPUP DO 0415 HFAD(LFDIN,/]MO I STC« 1 .TMRAO[K ) iNF TPUPLKJ,FOR L «• 1 SltP 1 0416 UNI IU NFTPUPIKI DO FJPUPIK'LJ) f 0425 1)1 I HEAIXLF DIN,/»NRPUP) > 0430 IF NRPUP EgL 0 THEN GO lu R2 ; 0445 FOR M is 1 SIEP 1 INUL NRPUP 00 0447 KFAI>(LtUIN>/»RMOISTrMI»HMHADlM)>r-'FKPUPiMj,F0K N is 1 SIEP 1 0440 UNI II NFKPUPLMl DO FKPUP L M» N J ) i 0457 R •> • I A T T T A L \l F i U 4 IU F OR T ''- 1 S1FP 1 UN 1 T L NAREA DO 04 '0 MIR J l = 1 SIEP 1 UNTIL INLAND [ I 1 DU 04 72 nF.r, IN 04 7 6 COMPUTE OPTU'J'II ********* 0470 (jUISTANCF(0,0,FmUISTCI1»FMRAD[I]»DlDIS![I>j],DLHAD|.I>JJ*ULM) ) 0476 lllifk I: I ! 04V0 I '}U(', KR A T[ C I RUCr> »ULK'»LMH) > 049U upT[I»J#1J » = wSArt • HTLoAO • LMH • BTUNLOAD t 0492 I********* COMPUTE nPT[I»J#2] ********* 0490 IRUC* i= ^ j 0496 MuCK̂ATF U *'J<"" . DL,J, L̂O ) > 0497 
80 
UPTRI#J#?J «= "SAW • TCLIMO • LMH • ICUNLOAD t OAVB 
3 * * * * * * * * * COMPUTE OPT[I'J' '*J * * * * * * * * * 0 B U 2 
MUCK IS 3 ) 0BU2 
IRUCKRMF( TRUCK.UUUISTF I»J]»LOH) i °5"J 
1 RUC K «« a i 05(10 
)HUCKRATF.(7HUCK,VMDIST[I]#0MH) } OBUH 
UPTTI»J.3J I - W5AW • RTLDAO • L.DH • BT I CTRAN.S • DMH • ICUNLOAU. 0BL2 
* * * * * * * * * * COMPUTE OPT[I»J»<>] * * * * * * * * * OBLO 
I R U C K : = •> > 05W 
I RUCKRATE URUCRV ,ULDI ST [ I , J ] «L OH) J 0S10 
IRUCK I= ^ ; 0B2J 
ML)CKRATE( TRUCK.F MOIST[ IJ.OMH) J 0B23 
U P T U . J . 4 J »* WSAW • PBTLUAU • LUH • PB' T C TRAMS • OMH OB2/ 
• PTCUNLOAL) J OBJL 
* • * * * * * * * * COMPUTE OPTCI»J»BJ * * * * * * * * * 0B32 
MUCK »= 3 ; 0B32 
I RTLCKRA 1 B I 1 '*UF.T\. ULDI ST[ 1 » J ) #1 OH) J OB3J 
KAILRAIL(FMI)1ST[I]»0MH) i 053<J 
UPTTT.J.B) T= WSAW • RTLUAD • LDH • BTHRTRANS • UMFI • KKUNLUAU. 0541 
F * * * * * * * * * COMPUTE 0PTCI»J»6J * * * * * * * * * OB<LB 
MUCK »" / i OBTO 
I RUCKRATH THUCK»ULNI3T[ I # J ] »L0H ) > OB*»/ 
U P T [ T , J » 6 | »= WSAW • TCLJAI) • LDH • ICKRTRANS • UMH • KRUNLL)AU> 0BB2 
? > * * * * * * * * * LO^PUTL R)RT[T»J»''J * * * * * * * * * OBB6 
IF TPUPTLJ A '') THEN n,n |() TR 1 1 05B/ 
• II) I ST ANCF ( TMU ISTC TPljPr. I 1 J» THRADC TPUPL I J]#FM0L51 1I1 * FHR*U H J t 0 5B<J 
DI-UIST L It J ] . DLKAOC I , J ] »ULD i i OB/0 
I KMCK IS 1 i OB/D 
IRUCKKATF(TRUCK,DLH,L3H) t OB/O 
IRIICK » = H J OBOO 
I R'ICKRATF ( TRUCK, (MUI STF TPUP[ I ]]'BHRLJ J OBOO 
U O T [ I , J , / L IS WSAW • 3TL()AN + L«H • TFTLCLRANS • BMH • ICUNLOAUJ 0504 
* * * * * * * * * * COMPUTE OPTLI»J»OJ * * * * * * * * * OBTTD 
I RUCK TS 9 1 OBOV 
I RUCKRATE(TRUCK,UL«»LHH) I OBVU 
MUCK IS 10 i OBVL 
TRIJCK9ATF ( TRJCK . TMOI STR TPUPT I ] ] »HMH) J 0BV2 
UPTR.T#J»M 1 = WSAW + FRTUUAI") + LHH F PB H C T RA M$ • BMH OBVO 
• PTCLJNLOAU } 0600 
* * . . . . . * * * COMPUTE OPT[I#J»YJ * * * * * * * * * 06UL 
T"1 J iV RPUP[TJ S 0 THEN 'IN I 0 TR? \ 06U1 
(JD!STAMRE(RMI)IST(RPUPRI]]»RMRANTHPUPLFJ J » FMOL S ' I I J * FMHAU 11 J # 0 60 3 
JI.II ! S T I I « J I I L(L I , J ) , U L H ) ; 061B 
,-D,R.K := 1 J 0 6 2 3 
I RIICKRA TF ( TRUCK, L)|_H, LHH ) f 0623 
UA T1.RA I F ( H,MU1 ST [ RPUPF T ] J » HMH) | 062B 
UPTIT#.J#9] J= WSAW • HTLOAD • LBH • BTHRTRANS • BMH • HRUNLOAU» 0 6 / 0 
? . * * * * * * * * COMPUTE O P H I ' J ' I O J * * * * * * * * * 0632 
I RUCK IS 2 ; 06 3 3 
I KIJCKRA L F ( TRUCK, ULB, LBH ) i 063« 
UPTIT»J»L<I] 1= WSAW V TCLUAD • LBH •»• TCRKTHANS • UMH 06 3B 
• HKIJNLOAO » 063V 
? * * * * * * * * * COMPUTE OPL[ I #J#11J * * * * * * * * * 0641 
U I S T ANCE ( RM()1 S I T HP I IP T I ] 1 »KMRAO[ RPUP[ 1 J J 'F MU I SI [ J J#FMRAUL 1 ] t 06 «1 
F HIU J 06B2 
MUCK 1= 3 ; 06BJ 
I ^UC-R ATE ( 1 RUCK ,ULOIST[ I , J ] ,LDH ) > 06B'» 
IRLTCK 1= M > 06BO 
I -MIC, KRAI E (TRUCK,F BO»FBH) f 06BO 
UPT[I#J»11J «= WSAW • BILUAO + LUH • FJ I TCTWAN̂  • F B H 0660 
• TCRRTRANS + BMH • RNUNCUAD I 066J 
COMMUTE 0PTTI*J'12J * * * * * * * * * 0660 




iRUCK i = *> ; 
IKUCKRATL(rKUCK,ULl)ISTtI#J],DH) > IRICK i= * ; 1RUCKRATFC FRIJCK>FBD»FHH) t P!rI# J#1X J l= WSA  • PB T LOAD • LOH • HTCTR»NS • FtiH • PTCRTRNS + BMH • KRuNLOAD » ***** COMPUTE OPT[I»J»13J ********* UL)ISTANCF(O..FMDISTin*FMRADtn*ULL)lST[I,J]*!3LHAUl I, J#ULM) J> IRCK := 1  i I RUCKRATF ( TRUCK*L)M»LH  ) I UPT[I>J»13] «= LOAD • LMH + MSAW + LUNLUAD I ***** COMPUTE OPT[I>j14J ********* TRUCK tx \i ; IRURATE(THUCK*ULniST[WJ]*LOH) » AILRA I E ( F M 01 S T [I1/QMH) f OpT[I»J»iaj «s LOAD • LUH • OSAw • ICHRFRANS • UMH + KRUNLfJAU* ***** COHPUTE OPTtI»J»lbJ ******** IF TPUK[I] = 0 THEM GO 10 TR3 J IJD I STANCE CRMLllSTtRPUPt I ] ] * RMRAO [ RPUPlI J ] * FMDI S I 1  J , FMH AD L 1 J * ULUISTI,JI.DLRAO[I,j]*ULB> ; IRUCK ;= 1  i IRCRATFCTRUCK,ULB*LBH) i RAILRATE (HMI SI [KPlipr. T ]], bMH) » UPTCI*J1SJ := LOAD • LbH + DSAW + ICKRTRANS L NO t STEP 1 UNTIL NAREA DO STEP 1 TIL LNDCI1 U  
bMH + KRUNLOAD, FOR I I = FOR J »= PTIMUE yO  i ' = yOR j : IM/ES HEADIG ; 
UTPUT ; 
SEP 1 UNTIL NAREA DO STEP 1 TIL LND[ I J 
ou * IS 
1 lb 
2 1 lb NUMBER OF SYNTAX ERORS DETECTED = 0 NUMBER OF SEQUENT ERURS DETECTED = 0 COMPILER times! PROCESUK = 32 seconds* TO = PRT SIZE a 175 TOTAL SEGMENT ST7F = 213 WORDS DISK SIZE = 89 SEGMENTS NUMBER OF progra* SEGMENIS =• 21 ESTIMATED CORE StORAGF RLQUIREMENT = 6<?35 WORDS 
74 LON(i# 2 LONli> 6V LONl«» 
is seconds; ELAPSED > 3o SECONDS 
066 Q6f 0671 06M 0673 06'  067V 067  06V4 064 06V6 070  070  0701 070b 070  0712 0713 071b 0726 0734 0734 0736 073V 0743 074V 07bl 07bt> 07bo 0 7 60 0764 0767 0768 0760 NEXI Stli EI SLti NEXI SLCi 
APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE PROGRAM OUTPUT 
83 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * 
* P U L P w o n o * 
* * 
* TRANSPORTATION * 
* * 
* COST ANALYSIS * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
T'lt FULL l«f id JPTIONS Are C • ^ SI.. t. r U FOR tAC< LANDING rfTTHIN THE FORESTS 
DpTlU 1 - SnJU-vOJJ ShTppEJ FROM LANDING TO Mli.L ON BOBTAIL TRUCK. 
npritiK ? - sulmi rtJ j.) shipped from lading ro mill on 10 cord truck. UpUUrj < - Sn'JRUUU) ShTPPEO FROM LANDING TO FUREST DEALER UN BOBTAIL TRUCK. FROM FOREST DEALER TO ft ILL ON 10 CORD TRUCK, 
(IplIDr. /1 - bn'JWT rtl)UO SHTppEQ F̂OM LANOlNf, TO FOREST DE At_F R UN BOBTAIL TRUCK, FROM FOREST nEALER T) MILL UN 10 CORO TRJCK(PALLETUEJ) . 
fWIPi-j - SnURUOJ) SHIPPED F̂°M LANDING TO FUREST DEALER ON BOBTAIL TRUCK, FROM FOREST DEALER T 1 ULL >H RAIL. 
0 P T I LI i\ *> - SriJRT „0.J ) SnlppE'J fk°M L A N ) I N r, T H pÛEST DEALER ON 10 CORD TRUCK, FROM FOREST DEALER TO ULL BY RAIL. 
OpTlUi\ 7 - SnUHTrfTiJO SHIPPED FROM LANDING TU dEIwEEN-FOREST DEALFR ON BOBTAIL TRUCK, FROM DEALER TU rfli_L BY 10 CORD TRUCK. 
OpTIQ.n rt - SilORr.fDUJ SrilpPEJ FROM lAN)ING TO c»ET *een-forest DEALFR ON bobtail TRUCK, from dealer TU •4 ILL riY 10 CORD T RU C K ( P AL L E T I L E 0 ) . 
OP TI Ui\ i - SnORr̂ODJ SHIPPED F̂OM LANDING TO BETWEEN-FOREST RAIL DEALER ON BOBTAIL TRUCK, FROM RAIL DEALER TO A ILL BY RAIL. 
(lpTlOiv. K) - SriJ.U SHIPPED FPOM LANDING TO BE T rfE E N-FORE SI RAIL DEALER 0* 10 CORD TRUCK, FROM RAIL DEALER TJ 11 LL B Y RAIL, 
option 11 - srURuoo) shipped from landing ro forest dealer by bobtail truck, from forest dealer to 
BET*EEN-4REA RAIL DEALER BY 10 CORU TRUCK, FRO A RAIL DEALFR TO MILL BY RAIL. 
Hollo* \7 - SHURI kJ 'J J SHIPPED FROM LANDING TO FOREST DEALER BY BOBTAIL TRUCK, FROM FOREST DEALER TO E T * E E N - 4 < r A RAIL DEALER BY 10 CORU TRUCK, FROM RAIL DEALER TU MILL BY RA I L ( PALLET I ZED ) . 
DpTIDh li - L'.nGwUOU SHIPPED FROM LANDING TO MILL BY 10 CORD TRUCK, 
option ia - lihg.iujd sû êlj from landijg ro forest dealer by 10 cord truck* from forest dfaler ro 4iLL BY RAIl. LĴ OOd IS C JT INTO SHORTWOOD AT RAIL DEALER, 
T P r I • in 15 - LU->lG <t)Oi) SHIPPED ERuM LANDING TU bE T „E E N-A RE A RAIL DFALER BY 10 CORD TRUCK, FROM RAIL DEALER TJ 4ILL 61 RAIL. LONGrfJJU IS CUT INTO SHORT WOOD AT RAIL DFALER. oo 
4> 
» * • « * « * * » * * » * * * * * » + » « * * * * » * * * » * 
VJ'-i -if.w i!| i 11RESTS - 't mimi, H .jf 'fE i (EEn-fuhest truck oealerj = 2 fcilM4F-t .)F d t T rtt'EN-FUREb t RAI|_ DEALERS = 2 
FURESI Amj i _ . V x ) l Y G LIGATIONS 
F J-c » I 
0 1 S I A N : £ F -i M T L L ( 4ILt S j 
COMPASS HE Ml) I I , ( RiJH 41 LI. (DECES) LANTIMG * distance rwn 1 E'JRST )E A LE R (<ILES) 
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1 1 1 3 1 4 9 1 . 9 7 
1 2 1 3 1 4 8 2 . 8 2 
1 3 1 4 1 4 0 2 , 9 8 
1 a 1 4 1 4 1 8 . 6 8 
? l 1 4 1 3 7 1 . 6 1 
? 2 1 4 1 3 8 7 . 3 1 
? 3 1 3 1 4 7 2 . 3 6 
? 4 1 3 1 4 7 8 . 1 5 
3 1 1 4 1 3 7 1 , 6 1 
3 2 1 3 1 4 6 8 . 4 0 
3 3 1 3 1 4 5 7 . 8 2 
3 A 1 4 1 3 8 7 . 3 1 
4 1 1 3 1 4 8 0 . 9 2 
4 2 1 3 1 4 7 7 . 9 5 
4 3 1 4 1 4 0 2 . 9 8 
/J 4 1 4 1 4 1 8 . 6 8 
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LEAST CL'JST SMLLRLWIJOI; OPTION FUR FACH LANDING (CENTS PTR CUWD } 
FOREST LA NO IMG LEAST COST OPTION COST f\f OPTION 
1 1 6 1 7 2 2 . 3 9 
1 2 6 1 7 0 6 . 6*5 
1 3 5 165 3 . 5 1 
1 4 6 1 6 9 0 . 9 6 
? 1 5 1 6 2 2 . 1 4 
2 ? 6 1 6 5 9 . 6 1 
? 3 6 1 6 7 5 . 3 1 
? 4 6 1 6 9 1 . 0 2 
3 1 5 1 6 2 2 . 1 4 
3 2 6 1 6 9 1 , 0 2 
3 3 6 16 7 5 , 3 1 
3 4 6 1 6 5 9 , 6 1 
I 6 1 7 0 6 , 6 « 
A 2 2 1 7 1 9 , 0 3 
4 3 5 1 6 5 3 . 5 1 
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